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INSIDE:
1IN l H l i , l ^ t L W S t Student senate will go through
reorganization after the impeachment of Executive Vice
President Jason Williams. The senate met on Thursday,
March 3, to discuss how to get 'back to basics.' Page 2.

CONCERT BAND:

The LU concert band will

begin its annual 18-day spring tour on Saturday, March 12,
with performances in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa
and Tennessee. Page 2.

CAMPUS CALENDAR:

The student-man-

aged restaurant, "Our Place," will begin taking reservations
on Thursday, March 10. The restaurant will be open for
business beginning Thursday, March 24. Page 2.

SPECIAL REPORT: What is the problem with
parking on the LU campus? This week, the Liberty Champion takes an in-depth look at some of those problems and
what can be done to improve the parking situation on campus.
Also, see what becomes of the money collected from parking
fines. Page 4.

WORLD NEWS:

Senate and House Republicans are in hopes of unifying a strategy to contend with
President Clinton's health care reform package. Page 5.

ANSWERS

PLEASE:

The

Liberty

Champion's man on the street asks LU students: Where are
you going for spring break? Page 8.

LIFESTYLE:

Flames win
Big South
By BOB STURM
Champion Reporter

Liberty University extended its season lor at
least one more game when it advanced into the
NCAA Tournament with a 76-62 win over
Campbell University in the final round of the
Big South Tournament. The win was the first
lime in the school's history that its basketball
team has gone so far.
Five players scored in double figures for
Liberty as the team was able to take the lead
and never trail after the opening tip.
Peter Aluma again led the Flames in scoring
by registering 14 points along with nine
rebounds. Darryl Williams and Matt Hildebrand each scored 13 points for LU.
LU led at halftimc, 37-20, after shooting 56
percent, limiting the Camels to 24 percent.
"I can't say enough about our seniors. They
sowed commitment and character for four
years. Today they reaped," Head Coach Jeff
Meyer said.

FEATURE SPOTLIGHT:

The Liberty

Champion commends Dr. David Miller and LU drama department for "The Miracle Worker." Page 8.

IN OUR OPINION: Countdown to graduation.
The minutes spent by the average Liberty student are
analyzed. Page 6.

READ M Y LIPS: Puzzling remarks by hyperfeminists question traditional religious genders. Page 6.

THIS WEEK'S
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COMMENTARY:
Campus culprit uncovered.
Liberty Champion reporter
explains reasoning behind
"Mr. Brickhead." Page 7.

Champion Reporter

A hearing on the legality of
the impeachment of Jason
Williams will convene Thursday,March 10, at 6:30 p.m.,in
DeMoss 160-161, Student
Court Chief Justice John
Diokey has announced.
The announcement was
thackv following irprcliminary
hearing on Thursday, March 3.

for spring break would be
the vacation of a lifetime? If
so, then you need to check
out this week's Lifestyle
page. "Tourist Trap" provides a map and gives you
the surprising scoop on
some of the most frequented
areas in the state. Plus, what
are the best places of interest
that you should visit during
the break? Page 9.
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The Flames broke the game open in
the first half with a Hurry of thrcc-poinicrs from Chris Toomer, Jody Chapman
and Darryl Williams. The three by Williams boosted the Flames' lead to 37-18,
with 1:15 left to play in the half.
In the second half, Hildebrand opened
the scoring with a three-pointer, after
going scoreless in the first half.
Campbell made several runs at the
Flames, cutting the lead three limes to
10 points. However, a Toomer lay up
made the score 55-43 as LU began to
pull away for the final time.
The Flames will now go into the
NCAA Tournament with a record of 1811. Their opponent and game site will
be announced Sunday.
"I have been telling this team that
some team would (win a championship)
at LU. The question is, 'Who is going to
be the first?'. I'm happy this team was
the one to do it first," Meyer said.

photo by JefT Raymond

LU IS IN YOUR FACE — Flames forward Jason Dixon power
dunks during the 82-71 win against Charleston Southern on
Friday, March 4.

Student court sets hearing date
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

Do you think that going to Florida

Vol. I I , No. 18

"Tonight we want to lay the
groundwork and make sure it's
clear for all," Dickey said
about the preliminary hearing.
Ken Coleman—lead counsel
for Williams—said he will
be arguing that Williams was
not afforded due process, that
the Executive Committee acted
unconstitutionally and unethically and that the charges
are false.

"It's unconstitutional because we've done our research
in 'Robert's Rules of Order,'"
Coleman said, adding that
'Robert's' lays out a procedure
for impeachment that was
not followed.
"Since it was not followed,
(the impeachment) is unconstitutional," he said.
Coleman also said that the
court had to determine if due

Senate candidate
addresses TRBC

By SHANNON D.
HARRINGTON
News Kdilor

Republican candidate for
U.S. SenateJim Miller spoke at
Thomas Road Baptist Church
on Sunday, March 5. Miller,
who is best known as the former budget director under
Ronald Reagan, is the second
Senate candidate to address
"The Old Time Gospel Hour."
Miller began his address by
sharing some of his past.
"When I was 12 years old, I
accepted Christ as my personal

savior. I gave my life to him,"
Miller said.
He continued by saying that
his relationship with Jesus
Christ helped him through his
life and career, especially
through his term as the federal
budget director.
"(I prospered) because I had
faith, because I read my Bible
and talked to God quite frequently," Miller said.
Concluding the message,
Miller addressed the current
See Miller, Page 4

See Hearing, Page 4

By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON
News Editor

J i m Miller
U.S. Senate Candidate

SPORTING NEWS:
The Flames moved into the final game of
the Big South tournament, but not before
facing Charleston and Towson State. On
Friday night, the Flames downed CSU,
82-71. Also, on Saturday night, LU
slipped past top-seeded Towson State,
82-71, after four consecutive free throws
by guard Matt Hildebrand. Page 14.

For the second straight year, Liberty University will award a
brand new Jeep Cherokee to one lucky LU student in the 1994
"Bring a Friend to Liberty" campaign.
The vehicle, donated by two local businessmen, will be
awarded during a September convocation through a drawing.
Students qualify for the drawing for every student they bring to
Liberty, according to Jay Spencer, director of LU recruiting.
"The (program) will be very similar to last year's, but with
some changes," Spencer said.
One of the changes he noted is unlimited scholarship vouchers.
Each LU student will receive in his or her mailbox five scholarship vouchers of $2,000 each ($500 each semester) to award to
five high school seniors, according to Spencer.
After the student awards the voucher(s), he or she will drop
them in the mail where it will be entered into a computer. If the
prospective students enroll at LU, they are matched with the
student who entered their voucher.
The LU student is then entered into the drawing for each
student he brings to the university.
Maureen Clark, who won the Jeep last year and is now working
for the recruiting department, said she often joked about winning
the vehicle and when her name was announced during a September convocation last year, she could not believe it.
"I had never won anything in my life. It was almost not reality
that I had won it," Clark said.
Spencer said that the department was pleased with the campaign last year.
"Last year, we had more than 250 students enrolled as a result

Columnist Bob Sturm
See Jeep, Page 4

explains how the National Basketball Association is becoming more of an entertainment than a sport. Page 11.

Debate prepares
for nationals

THE FORECAST:
WEDNESDAY

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Champion Reporter

THURSDAY
w ~ * w L-34
H-46

due process under the
constitution. It may sound
callous and it may sound
harsh, (but) you can't appeal to
a right that doesn't exist,"
Trippett said.
Trippet also said the constitutional argument is not valid.
"(The constitution) states
who has power, not how they

LU to award
Jeep Cherokee

t&&

SPORTS OPINION:

process was carried out.
"Jay was not given due process. Wc ask you to define due
process and determine if it was
given to our client," he said.
The SGA's attorney, Brian
Trippett, responded briefly to
these charges at the preliminary hearing and said he would
have more arguments at the
full hearing.
"There is no allowance for

FRIDAY

L-33
H-47

SlN(iIN<; IN. ENGLISH - ~ Contemporary Christian artist Michael English
performed in front of a packed Multi-Purpose Building on Saturday, March 5.
t h e musician appeared for the first time at Eli with a tour that included Mark
Eowry, First Call and Angelo and Veronica.
., , . .
:;

Liberty's debate squad has
amassed a winning record following the preliminary rounds
in the American Debate Association National Tournament.
Five of the seven teams entered in the tournament were
moving to elimination rounds
as of press time.
"All of our team has a .5(X)
record or belter. They've done
really well," Head Coach Brett
O'Donneil.
The tournament — held at

James Madison University
March 5-7 — was the last
match to count toward overall
standings. The elimination
rounds were the last chance for
the team to move to first place
in the national standings.
"Things are reasonably tight
with George Mason (University). "Everyone has a shot
tomorrow," O'Donneil said.
As of press time, results
were only available from the
preliminary rounds. The elimination rounds were scheduled
See Debate, Page 4
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Senate moves 'back to basics
.

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Champion Reporter

Senate will be reorganizing and
moving "back to basics" during
the next several weeks, Christopher
Rhodes, president pro temp, said
during a session on Thursday,
March 3.
This was the first regular senate
session since the impeachment of
Executive Vice President Jason Williams on Sunday, Feb. 27.
"Today's senate was a time of
house-cleaning, a time of rebuilding
and a move back to basics. If you
don't clean your house from time to
time, things happen that you don't
want to happen," Rhodes said.
According to Rhodes, there is
confusion as to who are legitimate
members of senate.
Some people who show up to vote
or to speak about bills are not actually
senators, he explained.
Therefore, in the next several

weeks, the executive committee will
"It's very important you know the
confirm that everyone who is in sen- minds of the people on your hall. Wc
ate is actually a senator.
should be students serving students,"
"This is not going to be a witchhunt. Rhodes said.
We're not trying to • • • ^ • • • • • ^ • • • • ^ • ^ • " • • • • • a " The session
keep people out of "Today's session was a scheduled next
senate," he arid. time of house^cleaning, week will deal
J
Because of this
°' with parlimcntary
and
confusion, official atime of rebuilding and procedure
rules that should be
votes cannot be a move fcacfc to basics." followed, such as
taken until the offi™ . , _,
"Robert's Rules of
......
„ ,
—Christopher Rhodes_ Order."
cialhstiscompiled.
. n j "Next
. n iweek
- we're going to examc
Rhodes, senate will be a teaching
.
..
Senate
President
Pro
7 emn
procedure. I'm going
time, covering the duties of senators, ine parlimtary
According
to
_
_
_
_
_
^
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
^
^
_
_
__
senators with
parliamentary procedure and other to seek to familiarize
necessary items with which younger the basic procedurcs,"Rhodcs said.
senators may not be familiar.
Rhodes added that he was leading
"We have cases here where some the session because he had been apstudents are noteven remotely famil- pointed by Williams as president/?™
iar with the constitution. An orderly temp. He only takes over senatorial
session will accomplish more than a duties, however, and not the other
disorderly session," Rhodes said.
duties of the vice president.
In Thursday's session, senators
"I will not be your executive vice
were instructed as to the duties and president," he said, adding that he
responsibilities of senators.
was already an SLD and was prohib-

ited from having the position.
"I would rather be an SLD than be
in StudcntGovcrnmcnt," Rhodes said.
The senators in Thursday's session
were also exhorted to have more of a
sense of unity among them.
"We've taken our eyes off the reasons we're hear. We've got to focus
back on God," Eddie Cole, student
chaplin, said.
Rhodes also said that he felt the
session helped to foster unity in
the senate.
"The senate responded very positively and has a new sense of unity,"
he said.
According to Rhodes, senate will
be back to normal in about three
weeks and will resume the duties it
hail previously.
"Wc must keep the goals of SGA
in mind," Rhodes concluded. "We'll
show (the student body) we're more
than just a little group that mceLs
in a room here and makes little
decisions."

Students like Fast Break

Nursing student wins fellowship,
trip to international convention
By MICHAEL HAINES
Champion Reporter

Junior nursing student Lori West,
who was recently chosen for the Helene Fuld Fellowship, will receive an
all-expense paid trip to the International Cancer Nursing Convention in
Vancover, British Columbia, in August.
One student from each state was selected for this fellowship.
"(This is), the most coveted award.
Hundreds were competing for it,"
Dr. Linda Miller, nursing department
chairman, said.
;.
According to West, she was
amazed that she received the fellowship when she was informed several
weeks ago.
"I totaU^avkO^^jii^riya^ji/A
blew me away," West said.

West, who almost did not register
for the fellowship, stated that it is still
a major surprise.
Recently, Miller recommended
West for the Spirit of Nursing Award.
"She is personable, caring, conscientious, determined, self-motivated
and a superior representative fornursing students.
"Lori is well spoken and is an asset
to nursing," Miller wrote in the recommendation.
Miller also said that as vice president of the Liberty Student Nurses
Association, a constituent of the
National S tudent Nurses Association,
West is very active in the association.
According to Miller, West traveled
by van with several other students
to represent LU and Virginia at the
national amV&rttibiv* in Kansas' City
last year.

ph4tbby Rvbln Hun-ham

GOTTA WEAR SHADES — Sophomore Dave Taylor performs a version of the song, "Respect," during Coffee House
on Friday, March 4.

By IVETTE HASSAN
Champion Reporter

In addition, she attended the convention in Baltimore in December
and the state convention in Williamsburg this year.
West will also be the Virginia representative for the Helene Fuld Fellowship at the national and international conventions later this year.
"(West) takes her leadership role
seriously and is regarded highly by
her peers," Miller said.
Beyond her involvement in the
Lori West
nursing department, she also served
Fuld
Fellowship recipient
as the missions and activities director
sionate art of caring.
for LU.
"(Lori) is a real good testimony...
In addition to extracurricular activities, West maintains a 3.92 GPA. [and] witness. She's the epitomy of
"Lori is much above average clini- the LU student," Miller said.
As for her leadership positions,
cally. Again, her peers look to her as
a leader in the clinical setting.... She West said that she"justgot involved."
has corabinfcathe!s;iiriQrior,intellb'ct'of f', : "I reajly love (leadership positions).
a scholar with the gentle, compas- 1 enjoy being with people," West said.

"To provide a high quality, efficient and satisfying food retail operation for the campus" is the goal of the
Fast Break Snack Shop, located in the
DeMoss atrium, according to Jason
McClain, service manager.
In order to find out how LU students, faculty and staff feel about Fast
Break, Marriott conducted a two-week
survey evaluating its service.
According to McClain, the purpose
of the survey was to assess and evaluate the needs and/or desires of the
campus community.
"Then, (we wanted) to determine
how we can meet those needs
through continuous improvementand
the customer driven process,"
McClain said.
Out of the 55 people who answered
the survey, 37 were on-campus students,. 17 off-campus students and
one faculty/staff member.

Concert band to make annual spring tour
By JOANNA TEDDER
Champion Reporter

The concert band will take its annual spring tour, leaving Lynchburg
Saturday, March 12, and returning on
Sunday, March 20.
The 65-member concert band will
travel to the Midwest, performing in
churches and schools in Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois, Iowa and
Tennessee during spring break.
"We try to plan the trip so that it's
three days out and three or four days
back," Raymond Locy, chairman of
the department of fine arts, said.
The tour this year will consist of

about 2,500 miles.
Locy added that in the past the concert band has traveled to places as far
as Dallas, Miami and Toronto.
"This is the largest group since the
spring of 1978," Locy said.
Band members are chosen in the
fall semester of each year through an
auditions process.
The auditions this year were
changed from previous years in that
the students did not need to sight-read
music; instead, each auditioning
student was given the same piece of
music to learn and play.
The band began meeting at the
beginning of the spring semester,

practicing about six hours a week as a
group.
"They learn a lot of music pretty
quickly. They only have about six
weeks to gel ready," Locy said.
While traveling, the band members
will be spending time with members
of the churches, who will also be
providing some lodging and meals.
This year, the band will be performing traditional and modern music.
Included in the selections are marches
and sacred music, as well as themes
from "Jurassic Park" and "Aladdin."
'This is the first year that we've
added more popular music. I know
that the people will love it," Eric

Tcrli/zi, concert band president, said.
"This is a way wc can get people's
attention with music," Larry Scipp,
band member, added.
However, the band members will
not be solely playing music. During
each concert several band members
will give their personal testimonies,
sharing what Jesus Christ has personally done in their lives.
"Our purpose for the tour is to be
a positive influence for anyone
with whom we come in contact,"
Tcrlizzi said.
The concert band will perform at
Liberty in the MuIti-Purpose Building on Tuesday, April 12.

Champion Reporter

Two LU students placed first and
one placed second in the annual singing competition sponsored by the Virginia Chapter of the National Association of Teachers of Singing.
The competition was held Friday,
Feb. 25, and Saturday, Feb. 26, at
Longwood College in Farmville.
Jennifer Roberts, a senior, placed
first in the music theatre/college
women category.
Sophomore Allison Post won first

place in the freshman woman singing competition.
Also, Daniel Vinersar, a senior,
captured second place in the senior
men category.
Other LU students who participated in the competition were: Gavin
Dean, Kimberly Beresford, Rachel
Heer, Charles Langley, Laura Layne,
Jennifer Kelly and Kera O'Bryon.
Roberts, Postand Vinersar are now
eligible to compete in the NATS
Mid-Atlantic regional competition
which will be held Saturday, April 9,
at James Madison University.

photo courtesy of Dr. John Hugo

AWARD WINNERS — Senior Jennifer Roberts and freshman
Alison Post (from left to right), who placed first in a singing competion sponsored by the Virginia Chapter of the National Association
of Teachers of Singing, pose with NATS Virginia Chapter President Philip Sargeant.

Every Student is ELIGIBLE for Some Type of „
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Family Income
SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, GRANTS and LOANS |

CALL Toll-FREE 24 Hours for a Brochure:

1-800-457-0089 Ext

R E S U L T S G U A R A N T E E D ! STUDENT SERVICES. Inc. has a databank
of over 180.000 listings for scholarships, fellowships, grants and
loans, representing BILLIONS of dollars in private sector funding.
W e can provide you w i t h a list of funding sources most appropriate t o y o u r background a n d educational goals.
Student Services, Inc. 6124 North Milwaukee Avenue • Chicago, li 60646
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• Convocation speakers for this
week and the week following
spring break:
— Wednesday, March 9 - Dr.
| Falwcll
— Friday, March 11 - Prayer &
Praise Service (Matt Wilmington
and Wes Tultle)
— Monday, March 21 - Dr.
! Guillermin
— Wednesday, March 23 - Dr.
I Falwell
— Friday, March 25 - SGA
I convocation

— Nomination sheets will be 1
available at 8 a.m. Also verbal |
campaigning will begin.
• 'The Miracle Worker" will |
be presented in the Lloyd Audito- |
rium (Fine Arts 134) on Thursday |
March 24, through Saturday, I
March 25, at 8 p.m.
For ticket information, contact l
the LU box office at 582-2085.
• "Our Place," a student man- i
aged restaurant for faculty and non- ;
student staff, will begin accepting |
reservations on Thursday, March
10. The restaurant will be open for
business on Thursday, March 24,
and continue every Thursday
through April 28. Each day, the
restaurant will feature a certain
theme from Polynesian on March
24, Easier on March 31, American
on April 7, Italian on April 21, and
Chinese on April 28.

FOB YWR EYES ONLY

H o w is STUDENT
SERVICES, Inc.
Different f r o m a
Financial Aid Office?

Look for our table in
the DeMoss atrium on
Tuesday, March 8, and
Wednesday, March 9.

• improve through'customer/student
input to the best of our ability."

• SGA elections:
— SGA Election applications
are due on Wednesday, March 9, at
12 p.m., in the Student Life office.
Also, the executive vice president
I proficiency test will be given.
— Candidate interviews for the
SGA elections will be held on
Thursday, March 10. Interviews
will be by appointment only.

LU music students win
top Virginia honors
By JOANNA TEDDER

While 31 of these individuals would
rate Fast Break's prices as fair, 15 as
good and nine as excellent, some said
"prices were too high."
When answering the question, "On
a typical day how much money would
you spend for lunch on campus?," 36
people said between 50 cents and $2;
18 people said between $2 and$5; and
two people responded$5 or more.
Furthermore, while 15 people said
that they would like to see changes in
the current Fast Break format, 41
people responded that they would not
like to see any changes made.
Also, while gourmet coffee, yogurt
and sandwiches were the number-one
foods students would like to see at
Fast Break, Chinese and deli foods
were the least favorite.
McClain added thatone accomplishment of Fast Break is that "we have
made the most of the space we've
been alloted and plan to continuously

STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
specializes in private
sector funding from
corporations, memorials,
trusts, foundations,
religious groups, and
many other philanthropic
organization*.
As state and federal
funding sources continue
to face serious cutbacks,
private sector funding is
expected to grow even
faster than in the past.
STUDENT SERVICES, Inc.
has current, up-to-date
information that provides
an intelligent alternative
to traditional state and
federal funding sources;
at the very least, they
represent a significant
supplement to
government funding.

Eye exams & contact lense fitting
Dr. P e t e r s o n , O p t o m e t r i s t
239-6000

Optical World in River Ridge Mall
next to J.C. Penny's
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The Anatomy of the Citibank
Classic card: a body of services and peace of mind
for students, now with No Annual Fee. For years, scientists could only
theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa® card, unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal
surface (i.e. the plastic). Surely the highly intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with
the latest advances in x-ray technology, and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was
confirmed: the Citibank Classic Visa card is head to toe more evolved than ever imagined. U At its
backbone are 3 services to cover the purchases you make on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal Spine,
we see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of the best price. All you have to do is discover the same
item advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and
Citibank will refund the difference up to $1501 Along
the Oops-It-Slipped Disc, Buyers Security51" can
cover those purchases against accidental damage, fire
or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase1; and
Citibank Lifetime Warranty8"1 allows one to extend
the warranty for the expected service life of eligible

Monarch Notes* Version: With

Scientists theorize that the mind of the Citibank Classic Visa
cardmember (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior products Up to 12 years 2 . So if VOU ever buy a Walkman,
service; the mind of the non-Citibank Classic Visa cardmember

your purchases covered, no annual

cranium or headbone. Look at the bottom of the page. The Citibank Photocard has the head of the

your Nervous System. Call

cardholder, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That way, it will help prevent fraud. It will

1-800-CITIBANK

also make a good form of ID, since you get to choose your own photo. H But what about the Nervous

(1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

fee, and
(Fig. B) is not secure because-couid it be?-u has a screw loose? & stereo, whatever, it will be reassuring to know
thata low rate, the Citibank
Classic Visa can! will go easy on
Citibank can bend and beflexiblewhile still lending support. H The backbone is then connected to the

System? The fact is, it doesn't have one, not in the spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has is the Very Calm
System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called the
Extendus Anewcardeus activates the Lost Wallet5"1 Service which can replace your card usually within
24 hours. H As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart—a beating and caring heart, big
enough to give students special discounts and savings. \bu'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount on domestic
flights3; savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest
rate of 15.4%4; and, No Annual Fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a forelimb and a
hindlimb.) H Naturally the heart of the Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer service
into all its parts, 24 hours a day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning your card,
you need only call the 800 number. "You'llfindCitibank has a neck they are eager to stick out for you. They
will always lend an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will put their best foot forward.
Etc. U So call to apply. \bu don't need a job or a cosigner. And

CITIBAN<Q

call if you'd like your photo added to your regular Citibank

J
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Classic Visa card. The number is 1-800-CH IBANK
(1-800-248-4226), extension 19. H If we take an overview of the

••mm
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whole body of services that make up the Citibank Classic Visa
card, and consider that it will facilitate building a credit history,
then you must shake a leg,flexyour indexfingerand call today.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International U K Limited. -'Certain restrictions and
limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage are available
in your Summary of Additional Program Information. 3Ofter expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by 1SE Flights only.
4
The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 15.4% as of 1/94 and may vary quarterly. The APR lor cash advances is 19.8%. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an
additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction; however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Monarch* Notes are
published by Monarch Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of publisher. ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.
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Parking problems cause frustration on campus
$92,000 in revenue from studentparking violations.
"I would give up all that money in
a second if people would just comply
with the rules," Westervelt said.
Cars on
However, that is not the general
campus
concensus of LU students; thus the
school's revenue continues to increase each year.
Lined
According to Westervelt, there arc
parking
two separate funds into which students' fines arc placed.
spaces
The general fund collects all the
fees from parking and speeding violaUn-lined
WM
tions, and the student development
parking
fund receives monies through discispaces
plinary fees.
While the general fund is applied
graphic by Deborah Hofter
as regular school revenue, the student
"I believe that both available lined LU security does not sec the situation fund is used to go directly back to
the students.
and unlined spaces on campus ap- the same way.
proaches 4,900. This is sufficient to
"The funds from the disciplinary
"It is true that there are no places to
meet the needs of our campus and park (at LU) — conveniently. I feel fees are invested back into the stucommuting students as well as ac- bad that people are inconvenienced, dents. The monies from this fund go
commodating special events which but it's everyone in a uniform's job to purchase flowers for students who
may take place from time to time," to keep the environment safe," lost family members as well as helps
Westervelt stated.
Sloan stated.
purchase the discipleship materials,"
While according to Li. Don Sloan,
Unfortunately, according to the Westervelt explained.
of LU security, there are more than number of tickets issued last year and
According to Westervelt, it is the
4,300 registered vehicles at Liberty, the expected increase this year, LU general fund that receives the greatest
those same cars are expected to students have proven that they prefer amount of revenue from the student
fill approximately 3,072 lined and convenience over parking fees.
body, causing the administration
1,828 unlined parking spaces.
According to Norm Westervelt, vice to consider various methods that
Although many students complain president of financial affairs, last year would curb the increasing tide of
about the lack of lined parking spaces, alone the school brought in more than vehicle violators.

Cars on campus vs. spaces

By PAMELA E. WALCK
Editor

Practical parking always has its
hang ups. It seems that no matter
where one travels, parking is never
convenient and always leaves the
driver frustrated (in addition to the
passengers). This is a problem, in
fact, that docs not escape LU.
During an unscientific poll conducted last semester, 97 percent of
Liberty students claimed that there
was a serious parking problem on
campus, while only three percent
claimed that there was not a
parking problem.
Since the enrollment boom in the
fall of 1992, Liberty officials have
been unsuccessfully attempting to
curb the growing tide of illegal vehicle parking at LU.
The administration of Liberty has
worked very hard to meet all city
guidelines in the provision of adequate spaces required on the cmapus.
Norm Westervelt, vice president of
finanical affairs, indicated that although the primary focus of security
may be toward enforcing parking in
lined spaces, "that plenty of other
spaces are available if the students
would take the extra five or 10 minutes needed to walk from a legal
space.'

However, up to this point no final
decision has been made.
"Aside from charging more
for parking tickets, our next step
would be to revoke privileges,"
Westervelt said.
But according to security, the answer to the parking dilemma lies not
with the administration and more
rules to enforce, but rather with the
student body.
"Dr. Guillermin calls this a walking campus. Wcdon't have the facilities to allow students to park in front
of their classrooms," Sloan stated.
"The whole issue is convenience. It
would be a great world if wc could
convenience everyone, but we have a
sin nature and we need uniformed
officers to aid in it (keeping the law),"
Sloan added.
According to security, when students disobey the rules — whether
n

photobyjMonthrWofl

Miller
Continued from Page 1
Another area in which Miller
status of America.
touched was the nation's educational
"Our country, today, faces grave system. "We've got to quit this prechallenges. There has been a rapid occupation with social experimentadeterioration in so many of the values tion and politically correct thinking.
and the morals," he explained.
We've got to do something about the
Miller also gave his stance on nature of our schools," Miller said.
some of the issues he will address "We need a system of school vouchduring his campaign.
ers or tax credits for schooling."
"We have a welfare system that,
"I want to change America. I want
instead of being a safety net that to change our society, and I want to
grabs people when they fall down make it better. I want to protect our
and puLs them on their feet, it sucks liberties for future generations,"
them in and maintains them on de- Miller said.
pendency," Miller said.
Miller also spoke after the service
Continued from Page 1
for Monday.
The team excelled individually
in the preliminary rounds, with
five debaters getting individual
speaker awards. Novice debaters
R.J. Snell and Christy Whiddon
were named the first and second
speakers, respectively.
Varsity debaters also earned two

about his opponent, Oliver North,
who spoke at TRBC last week,
prior to Miller.
"I think the Virginia Republicans
are crying for a candidate who can
take it to Chuck Robb (Va. Senator
and Democratic candidate) on the
issues and can be credible on the
question of integrity.
"If I'm the (Republican) nominee,
the issue will be Chuck Robb and his
integrity. If (North) is the nominee,
he will be the issue. Whether it's fair
or not (North) will be on the defense
the whole time," Miller said.

Liberty in the elimination rounds.
Also making it pass the preliminary
rounds are the junior varsity teams
of Danny Vezmar and Heather
Holter and the David Chappa/Jonathan Ban duo.
Liberty's novice division will be
represented by the teams of Snell and
Whiddon and Rusty Kline and Joe
Reddick.

EASTKR IN N E W YORK CITY
Featuring New York Faster Parade

Continued from Page 1
carry it out. The executive committee has done nothing wrong,"
Trippett said.
Also during the session, the court
rejected a pre-trial motion set forth
by Coleman.
The allegations read to Williams
over the phone on the Sunday night
he was informed of his impeachment
only included four of the eight on
the official list. The motion asked
that the court only consider those
four charges during the hearing.
"Jay did not receive the official list
of allegations until 8 a.m. Wednesday, March 2," Coleman said.
The impeachment occurred on Sunday, Feb. 27.
In rejecting the motion, Dickey
said the binding list is the one the
Executive Committee signed.

"Your grievance doesn't have validity," Dickey stated.
According to Dickey, the full hearing will be held on two nights.
The March 10 session will deal
with the constitutional issues and the
question of due process.
The second session is scheduled
for Thursday, March 24, when the
court will deal with the veracity of
the charges. Both sessions are open
to the public.
"The administration has decided
it wants this to be the final decision
on (the impeachment)," Dickey said.

Host Families to host a
FRENCH student boy /girl
for 1 month in July or August.
Student provides monetary
expenses. If interested call
Ruth Heim at 384-5221.

H

Ifcit the tyro...

Best Friends Crafts & Gift Shop
Wood crafted ideas of all sizes
Homemade Jams, Honey, & Cider
Handmade Afghans, Quilts, & Rugs
Western & Native American Goods & Jewelry

10% Discount
with Liberty University I.D,

Debate

speaker awards, with Layla Hinton
getting eight place and Abe Pafford
receiving the ninth award.
Also, Jonathan Barr, a junior
varsity debater, was the 10th speaker
in his division.
"Some of our teams are reasonable
highly seeded," O'Donnell said.
The varsity team of Hinton and
Adam Milam will be representing

Hearing

Continued from Page 1
of (the campaign)," Spencer said.
Spencer added that this year the
department has approximately
30,000 high school students on its
recruiting list, with 3,000 applications currently on file.
"We have been able to do through
March what we were not able to do
until June or July of last year,"
Spencer said.
However, Spencer also noted that
the university is more concerned
with what type of student it recruits.
"Many students don't understand
that wc are an open admissions
school. The best way for us to recruit
(quality students) is to use the student
body to recruit for us," Spencer said.
According to Spencer, students
will receive the voucher packets in
their post office boxes Wednesday.

K
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Problems caused by illegal parking
/Roadways become blocked
X Possible citations against LU
for crowded fire lanes
X Pedestrians become endangered
X Inconvenience to other drivers

Jeep

A SPLASH IN THE FACE —Helen Keller (.portrayed by Ginger Vertican) is doused by her
teacher, Annie Sullivan (Jennifer Hadden), with a pitcher of water in "The Miracle Worker" on
Thursday, March 3. The drama will continue in the Jbloyd Auditorium on Thursday, March 10,
through Saturday, March 13, at 8 p.m.

i

that be parking or speeding—a chain
of effect occurs.
For example, according to J.O.
Renalds, III, director of field operations, when students park illegally,
roadways become blocked, fire lanes
get filial, and vehicles and pedestrians become endangered because additional traffic is on the road.
Although an answer seems far
from being reached, security and
the administration continues to
hope that more and more students
who park illegally at Liberty will
cease to do so.
And while some alternative ideas
arc being tossed around, such as shuttle
buses and alternative parking lots, no
answers appear in the horizon,
Westervelt stressed his interest in
any suggestion other staff or students
may have which may assist in this
problem which we all share.
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HOURS: 10 a.m. - 8 p.m. Monday - Saturday
'the little white house" • 2533 Wards Road • 237-4304
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RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

April 1-3, 1994
S t u d e n t s Come J o i n u s !

DOMESTIC & FOREIGN

Motorcoach, 2 Nights in MARRIOTT MARQUIS,
Broadway Show "Beauty and The Beast", Radio City
&« Easter Show, Sightseeing Tour & Easter Parade.
From $299

JAGUAR

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECHNICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS
SPECIALIZING IN Mercedes-Benz
COMPUTERIZED INSURANCE ESTIMATING

Contact:
CAVALIER TOURS, INC.

237-3111

Briar wood Business C "enter

Rt. 221 - Forest. Va.

3725 WARDS RD., BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL ON 29 SOUTH FAX (804)237-1337

(804)3X5-5351
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Maxlb ffiefas
in the world ..
Russia to
join NATO
partnership
Russia announced Wednesday,
March 2, it was making plans to
join NATO's "partnership for
peace," according to Secretary of
State Warren Christopher.
He indicated Moscow's willingness to enter the formerly antiSoviet alliance.
Christopher scheduled a March
14 meeting with Russian counterpart Andrei Kozyrcv. The move
may help calm fears Moscow is set
on a course of hard-line confrontation with the West.

Rutskoi asks
for forgiveness
Former Russian vice president
AlexanderRutskoi called fora spirit
of reconciliation in Russia.
He was recendy granted amnesty,
much to the chagrin of President
Boris Yeltsin, as one of the leaders
of the October rebellion last year
against Yeltsin.

Across the Nation...
Packwood loses
another bid

Three arrested in shooting of Jews;
authorities keep motive a secret

2^^Sr^"

Less than 24 hours after the New York shooting that left one orthodox Jewish
student brain-dead and another near death, police Wednesday, March 2, arrested a Lebanese man and two Jordanians in the case.
Rashad Baz, 28, of Brooklyn, was arrested early and charged with 15 counts
of attempted murder and four counts of assault.
Police didn't reveal a motive for the Brooklyn Bridge attack, which came
four days after a Jewish extremist killed 43 Palestinians praying in a mosque
in Israel, stirring fears of reprisal here.
Police say the Lebanese national was the lone gunman. Also arrested:
Jordanians Hlai Mohammad, 32, and Bassam Reyati, 27, both of Brooklyn,
accused of helping dispose of guns.

Sen. Bob Packwood, R-Orc., Wednesday, March 2, lost another bid to
bar the Senate Ethics Committee from
reading his diaries as part of sexual
misconduct complaints against him.
Supreme Court Justice William
Rehnquist rejected Packwood's appeal on evidence he may have altered
the diaries after learning they were to
be subpoenaed.

WHAT MAKES PEOPLE SPY?

Brady law to be
GOP contends with health care;
challenged
Arizona Gov. Fife Symington has
Clinton hints at compromise
directed Attorney General Grant
Woods to block the federal Brady gun
control law with a lawsuit.
Within a week, Woods is expected
to appeal directly to the U.S. S upremc
Court todeclarc the Brady law unconstitutional, Robert Carey, first assistant attorney general, said. The federal law requires a background check
of handgun purchasers.

Haiti approves
U.S. plan

Rostenkowski
denies allegations

Haiti's Parliament approved in
principle Wednesday, March 2, a
U.S.-backedplan to restore democracy in Haiti.
The plan, endorsed by U.N. Secretary-General Boutros BoutrosGhali, provides for the retirement
ofarmy commander Lt. Gen. Raoul
Cedras after the designation of a
new premier and the passage of a
general amnesty law.
The plans will not return JeanBertrand Aristide to power.

The grand jury is focusing on allegations that Rep. Dan Rostenkowski,
D-Ill., improperly got thousands of
dollars from the House Post Office
through sham stamp purchases.
Rostenkowski, chairman of the
House Ways and Means Committee,
denies any wrongdoing.
U.S. attorney Eric Holder wrote
House leaders that an investigation
by the House Ethics Committee would
hamper the grand jury's work.

ANC, Inkatha
Natcher casts
agree on elections 18,398th vote
The African National Congress
and its opponents Thursday, March
3, agreed to international mediation to resolve their differences over
regional representation in South
Africa.
Mangosuthu Buthelezi's Zululed Inkatha Freedom Party and conservative Afrikaners tentatively
agreed to an historic, all-race elections April 26-28—if foreign mediators hear their demands for separate homelands.

->*<

Rep. William Natcher, D-Ky., was
wheeled onto the House floor on a
gumey to cast his 18,398th vote on
Thursday, March 3.
Natcher, 84, who arrived from Bethesda Naval Hospital, is fighting to
keep his unbroken voting record which
started when he came to Congress 40
years ago.
Hospitalized with an intestinal problem, he was hooked up to an oxygen
tank and an intravenous tube.

Senate and House Republicans, splitamong fourGOP health-care reform
plans, went on retreat to Annapolis, Md., Thursday, March 3, in hopes of
devising a united strategy.
"There is no question about it—no single plan has the votes here to pass,"
said Senate Minority Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan. "We would hope in the
final analysis there would be some bipartisan consensus."
Democrats muster reform forces
Democrats backing President Clinton's health-reform bill met on Capitol
Hill Wednesday, March 2, but plotted no new strategy. Next move: Two key
House panels begin drafting legislation next week.
In addition, consumer groups backing the Clinton plan met to review new
TV ads scheduled to air this week.
"There is no reason to be alarmed or to do anything different," said Ron
Pollack of Families USA.
Polls don't worry Clinton
President Clinton said on Wednesday, March 2, that he's not fretting about
falling support for his health reforms. "In the end... I think we'll get it done,"
he said.
A US A TODA Y:CNN:Gallup Poll showed an 11 -point drop in support in
over a month.
A Washington Post: ABC News poll out Wednesday found 80 percent
believe the quality of their care would decline under the Clinton plan, vs. 64
percent last October.
Gephardt hints at compromise
The House sponsor of President Clinton's health-care reform package said
it may require major surgery to win passage this year. Majority Leader
Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., said Thursday, March 3, the guts of the plan—
mandatory employer payments, mandatory membership in purchasing cooperatives and limits on insurance premium increases—all can be altered or
delayed.
"We are interested in the goals being achieved," Gephardt said, not "in all
thet np$chanisms being achieved:"
Clinton said on CBS he'd fight for universal coverage "as long as I'm
president.
Clinton won't deny compromise
President Clinton acknowledged Thursday, March 3, that key parts of his
health-care reform plan may not make it through Congress. "That may be the
way this thing turns out," Clinton said.
At issue: Mandatory participation in insurance-buying alliances. Other
plans suggest making the alliances voluntary or limited to the uninsured or
small businesses.
*

18.3% Ideology
14.8% Disgruntlement/
Revenge
8.7% Pleasing
Somone
3.5% Blackmail
2.6% Thrills/Self
Importance
52.2% Money
* Defense Department study of the 115 Americans caught
spying in the U.S. between 1945 and 1990.
graphic by Keith Ludlow

Pierced eyebrows are the limit
Two students at a Michigan high school have been suspended for having
their eyebrows pierced.
John Walker, principal at L.C. Mohr High in South Haven, said the two were
suspended for one day last month, but they haven't returned.
The students say it's part of their punk look, which includes green hair.
"It made one of our teachers ill," Walker said.

Support our advertisers—
they support you!

Tire
Rotation
& Balance

Editor's Note: U.S. and World
News on this page were provided
by the USA Today Subscription
Service, in addition to American
Cybercasting.

* 9 9 ° Oil Change Lube & Filter

24

6cyl. $34.90*
8cyl. $39.90*

4cyl.
* Some vim, pickup*, transverse and hard to tune
engines add!. Call your center for pricing & details.

Hours:
Include
M-F 8-6
•Complete engine analysis
Sat. 8-4 J
• Checking fuel & emission systems

r

Lakewood Baptist
LIBERTY EMERGENCY
SERVICES
LIBERTY CRIME LINE
Liberty Emergency Services is
offering, on an ongoing basis,
REWARDS UP TO $500
school bill credit for information
leading to the ARREST and
CONVICTION or
ADMINISTRATIVE ACTION
of anyone committing a crime at
Liberty University.
All calls are confidential.
HELP M A K E OUR
CAMPUS SAFE.

582-7611

1 1 1 0 8 Timber-lake Road
Lynchburg, VA

March 20-23,1994
7:00PM Nightly
Rev. Roger Roller,
Evangelist
Special E m p h a s i s Each Eveningl

Come Hear The Lighthouse
Trio, Sunday, 3/20, 7PM!

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can
find one. But if you're a nurs

FROM

with Purchase of an Engine Tune-Up
FROM: $ / ^ ^ 90*

with your level of experience. As
an Army officer, you'll command the

ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

Expires
3/23/94
Bring this Coupon

WE DO BRAKES
WE DO BRAKES !!!

• Measure exhaust emissions
• Install new spark plugs
• Inspect niters, belts & hoses
• Check & set timing, carburetor & idle speed
• 12,000 ml. 12 mo. guarantee (whichever comes first)
. Standard Ignition & add'l parts extra

*54

90*
per axle

4 Tire Balance & Rotation

$19.90 *

w/ free brake inspection 'moil can. Aluminum & custom wheels $7.95 01.

Transmission Service
Oil Change Lube & Filter

Lynchburg
3012 Wards Road
(2 Blocks S. of River Ridge Mall)

$ 24.90 *
$ 15.90 *

239-0902

We're Searching For Quality People
Chick-Fil-A N o w 2 w a y s !
Chick-Fil-A is opening up a double drive thru on Candlers Mountain Road.
At Chick -Fil-A we're searching for quality people who want to be a part of a winning team. In return
for your hard work, we offer benefits
that give you the chance to develop - personally and professionally.
No experience necessary.
College Scholarships
Chick-Fil-A presents $1,000 scholarships to
student team members who meet our requirements - working at least 20 hours per week for
two years and being recommended by their
Operator.
•
Closed Sundays
As is Chick-Fil-A's policy, we are closed on
Sundays so you can spend time with your family
and friends.
•
Flexible Hours
We encourage our team members to have
outside interests - families, schools, churches,
clubs, and sports - so we do our best to arrange
your work schedule around them.
•
No Experience Necessary
At Chick-Fil-A, we will teach you everything
you need to know, including basic job skills,
team work and service to others. If you do well
and want to advance, we will help you develop
your leadership skills.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

I

Competitive Pay
Chick-Fil-A offers merit increases and opportunities for advancement.
•
Would You Like To Become Part
Of Chick-Fil-A?
Chick-Fil-A offers you a challenging environment in which to work, including excellent
benefits and the opportunity to learn useful
skills while earning extra income. We are proud
of what we have to offer and want you to know
why.
•
Come In And Visit With Us
We Would Like To Get To know You!
•
Please come by Chick-Fil-A at River Ridge Mall
and fill out an application. We will begin
interviewing Wednesday, April 9.
•lat.

h%

ClfcMMs
(River Ridge Mall)
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
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^Editorial
...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty.
II Corinthians 3:17
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Attention seniors:
*

68 days to graduation
Seniors, it's that time of year again — time to look back at what we've
conquered and time to look at what lies just ahead. Looking back, we
have toiled for 1,279 days, 30,696 hours, 1,841,760 minutes and
110,505,600 seconds. A lot of hard days, hours, minutes and seconds
have gotten us to where we are today — only 68 days to graduation. ,
As 68 days lie ahead on the road to a May 14 commencement, we take
a closer look at the true meaning of 68 days. Sixty eight days correlate
into 1,632 hours, 97,920 minutes, 5,875,200 seconds and just a mere
nine and a half weeks.
It's exciting as we await that most anticipated day of graduation. For
graduation is truly an accomplishment (Just look at the time that has
passed.) And as seniors, we urge our underclassmen to keep striving,
keep working — for one day it will be their day to reap that which they
have sown.
And underclassmen, here is approximately what lies ahead: Juniors
must labor another 432 days, sophmores another 796 days and freshmen
another 1,160 days.
Keep working, keep sowing and be patient— it will come!

W%&.
Winter reflections: Writer heralds
arrival of spring with 'Biospherian'

March is roaring in
Perhaps he meant that these temperatures
like a lion. While
were unseasonably low, which would be a
many of us long for
proper assumption. Or maybe it was the
the 60 degreees-plus
freezing rain and snow.
rft
temperatures that we
"I mean" he continued " That this weather
were blessed with just
is just, well, it just isn't supposed to be haplast week, Old Man
pening!"
Winter shocked us
O.K. Sorry I asked, thinking to myself.
with a reminder that
"I'm sorry you feel that way, but there really
he is still around.
isn't anything we can do about it," I stated.
The spring solstice BRENT M.
This remark was met with a glare. "You see
is approaching slowly TRIMBLE
that!?" he demanded angrily while gesturing
Almost as surprising as the late February ice storms is the March
— and hopefuly • • • • • • • • • • • • • violently in the back seat of his car.
surprise in the form of the men's basketball team. Written off by early
power line crews will be finished with their
Peering through the hole in the ice he had
season polls as a team "rebuilding for the future," the Flames have
work by the time spring arrives.
managed to excavate, I saw boxes and manila
ignited—no, exploded—into post-season play and shocked the conferWhile scraping my windshield the momig envelopes filled with brochures.
after
the second big icing, I was approached
"See that?" he repeated. "That is my busience by making it to the final berth.
by
a
rather
morose
individual
who
asked
if
he
ness
down the drain. Because of this weather,
Peter Aluma picked a good time to show his full potential by dominatcould, by chance, use my scrapef.:
I?mri6wj,<unemployed/'jj
ing the. in side game against Towson S tate. ..Perhaps it. is tbeiaet that the i w f '-' ChucklinglcimVWfKtWmfepMsl8f :
Puzzled,u proceeded toinquire; "What was
Flames really have nothing to lose, or maybe it is the fact that they
those from warmer climates and how inade- it exactly that you did?"
quately prepared they are for weather of this
peaked at just the right time; but whatever the case, we are ecstatic that
Without answering, he procured a card from
nature,
1
was
obliged
to
give
him
the
scraper.
his
coat pocket. The card was printed on a
the Flames are on the verge of accomplishing a goal that has eluded them
"You must get a lot of this where you are roughly textured, natural hued paper. A green
for the past few years.
from," he said.
globe was in the center, and in raised type
These post season wins cap a fine career and much hard work by the
"Yea, well, 1 remember the blizzard of '78- were the words : Horace A. Greenfieldfour foot drifts! Now there was some real Flatusphere Distributor. Great! I thought,
Liberty seniors. Matt Hildebrand, Brett Anthony, Chris Toomer, Jody
snow!" I recollected.
j
This fruitcake just popped out of the BioChapman, Daryl Williams and Darius Hunter will be missed.
"Yes, well, this isn't supposed to be hap- sphere
pening," the guy said, vigorously scraping his
"What exacly is Flatuspherc, and why do
windshield. His strokes were a little stronger you distribute it?" I asked. "Gaseous bovine
and deliberate now.
emissions contribute to the buildup of excess
Lesbian "Minister" Virginia Mollenkott stated the following "The
Puzzled, 1 asked, "What do you mean?" carbon monoxide in the atmosphere," Greenmonism I am talking about assumes that god is so inclusive that she (?)
is involved in every cell of those who are thoughts in her mind and
embodiments of her image." Though we are not exactly sure what this
misguided woman means, the goddess she is referring to is the goddess
Sophia.
Ever since its inception, the printing press sons to despise Miss Harding and love Miss
Feminist leaders from the World Council of Churches, the Presbterian
— with the help of many a journalist — has Kerrigan.)
Church (USA) and other ecumenical religions gathered for a conference
time and time again fallen prey to sensational
Somehow, the media managed to pull off
dubbed, Re-Imagining 1993, whose purpose, according to the Presbyjournalism. And while some papers fight hard the biggest smooze job the publishing world
to suppress its hidden desire to print juicy has ever seen, with the approval of thousands
terian Layman, is the dismantling of patriarchal religion and promottidbits of news, many others are helpless of readers.
ing goddess worship, among other things.
victims when it comes to landing the big
It seemed that in the midst of the HardingHyper-feminism and goddess worship make for a potent mixture.
"scoop."
Kerrigan cat fighting, publishers and broadWhat next? It is hoped Eleanor Smeal of NOW notoriety or Patricia
As a student of journalism, it always dis- casters alike, forgot their calling as inforgusts
me when, in line at the grocery store, I mants and began playing up the episode up
Ireland will not follow suit, as the rhetoric they spew from their bully
see the latest in tabloid exploitation. And like a never-ending daytime soap opera gone
pulpit is nuisance enough. However, these folks on the fringe are not
while 1 often scoff at the people who read (and bad.
the only alternative lifestyles gaining notoriety these days. Roberta
believe) the stories about green babies being
In retrospect, I truly doubt that there has
born to vegetarian mothers or Siamese twins ever been such a larger display of poor jourAchtenberg of the Housing and Urban Development Department, told
marrying each other, I have also realized that nalistic style in decades. Has it truly been
the Advocate magzine—for which she was chosen a woman of the
many "honest" papers fall prey to sensation- THAT long since most of my future colyear—that the most exciting event of her year was having the opportualism just as much — if not more.
leagues were in college learning about press
nity to introduce her long-time partner "Judge Mary Morgan, to the
For example: What newspaper or maga- law and ethics, the right to privacy and what
Senate Banking Commitee." Achtenberg found it strange that people
zine could resist the juicy Tonya Harding vs. the Freedom of Information Act entails?
However, shortly after these thoughts
Nancy Kerrigan saga. I would like a dollar for
would consider this out of the norm but after reading the statements of
every news article that was published regard- crossed my mind, I realized that before pointthe "Sophia" worshipers, this is more mainstream than we realize.
ing this fortnight affair. (And I'm not talking ing to the spot in my brother's eye, I had to
take care of the log in my own eye.
about the Star or Globe tabloids.)
For instance, news at Liberty University is
However, in the midst of the sensationalThe Liberty Champion Liberty Champion Policies
ism, even on the front pages of USA Today usually the same old, same old. Not that our
The Champion encourages members of
Box 20000 Liberty University
and the Washington Times, the news angles school is boring, it's just that you would be
the
community to submit letters to the editor
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001
were changing. True, newer information was hard put to find pro-choice activists demonon any subject.
developing; however, when I say changing strating in the court yard or homosexuals
(804) 582-2124
Letters should notcxeced 400 words. The angles, I mean the way the two young ladies holding unity marches across campus. So
Pamela E. Walck
Tina Towers
Champion requests that all letters be typed
when something "big" happens, everyone on
were portrayed.
Editor in Chief
Copy Editor
and signed. Letters appearing in the Forum
staff gets excited.
Tonya
entered
the
public
arena
as
the
"badShannon Harrington Joanna Tedder
do not represent the views of The ChamThus, last week when the Student Governgirl-lrom-lhc-olhcr-sidc-of-lhc-tracks"
with
News Editor
Assistant Copy Editor
pion's editorial board or Liberty University.
ment
Association laced some precedent isa
hopeful
Cinderella
storybook
ending
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Amy Morris
Todd Hirshman
Also, all articles, except the editorial, bear Lillchammer.
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regarding
impeachment, the Liberty
World News Editor
Graphics Editor
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stall
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alter
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Brent Trimble
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that
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Opinion Editor
Assl. Graphics Editor
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Photography Editor
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Josh Cooley
Melissa Birkhead
poor helpless ballerina on ice who everyone peachment? We need an info-graphic! etc.
stylebook.
S|Kiris Editor
Ad Production Manager
loves to hate.
Needless to say, this was hot stuff for LU.
The deadline for letters is 6 p.m. WednesProf. Ann Wharton
While Miss Harding may have played the For the first time in our 21-year history, an
day.
Adviser
victimized-assailant role to the "T," the SGA official had been impeached.
Please address all letters to "Editor, The
How could any newspaper in its right mind
The Champion is distributed every Tuesday while school
American public also played its role unfailis in sessujii. Hie opinions expressed in this publication Champion" and drop them off in DH 113 or
ingly. (Yes, like lambs to the slaughter, the just write a lilde two-column piece and stick
do not necessarily represent the views of liberty Uni- mail to The Champion, Liberty Universtiy,
American public eagerly sought more rea- it on die back page?
versity.
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001.

Men's hoops recognized

Read My Lips...

field explained. "Flatusphere is a highly concentrated food suplement for cattle that eliminates wasteful emissions, thus slowing the
process of global warming," Greenfield recited, probably verbatim from his defunct
company's promotional material."
"Well hey!" I laughed, "That stuff works
pretty good! We haven't had a winter this
tough in years!"
For a second, he brandished the ice scraper
as if to assault me, but then, shaking, he
handed it too me, stepped into his car and
drove off. Visible on the rear bumper of his
car were such stickers as "You can't hug a
child with Nuclear Arms!," "Save Mother
Earth!" and other assorted "green" material.
The car belched blue smoke as it careened
out of the parking lot, and I thought how
funny, that science, in all its predictions, still
has a hard time even predicting a small snowstorm.
And although the Global Warming Theory
seems like it would have precious few converts today, at least from this region, another
outlandish theory about the coming apocalypse will find subscribers in the form of the
national media, not too few college professors, and probably Al Gore.
But when the weather docs seem a bit
crazy, think warm thoughts and remember the
passage of Scripture-paraphrased- which
reads: "As long as the earth remains, springtime and harvest shall not cease."

Campus media informs students, holds
leaders accountable like 'real life9 politics
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Well, in retrospect,
did we go too far?
Hardly. The information was informative and thoughrough, allowing students to decide for
themselves the guilt
or innocence of parinvolved.
PAMELA E. tiesThe
Liberty
WALCK
Champion is de• ^ ^ ^ • • • " • M " " signed to inform the
student body. It was our job to let students
know what exactly transpired on that famous
Sunday night. However, where does one draw
the line between merely informing students
about the situation and exploitation?
Some opponents would mock us and state
that we are merely a mouth piece for the
administration. However, I beg to differ. The
Liberty Champion has come a long way
since 1983 when it made its debut.
We have slowly gained trust from the administration. It is not a fast process, and many
new staff members do not understand how far
we have come.
So maybe we should chalk this one up for
experience. True, wc may have informed the
student body more than Bryan LaBerge and
Jason Williams wished. However, if they
want to know what the real world is like —
that was a lair mock scenario. Public figures
arc contanlly held in accountability by the
media. This is just part of the political game,
boys.
No matter where you go, newspapers and
broadcasters will be a part of your life. Especially if you plan to climb the corporate
ladder or hold a public office. Although all
may be fair in love and war, journalism
students — and every other major at LU —
must keep in mind that they will be held
accountable for their actions. It may never be
here on earth, but it will surely be so in
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Antics of campus buffoon, 'Mr. Brickhead' examined
By BARTON SWAIM
Champion Reporter

The university has its problems,
some financial, some not — of the
latter: rude, vandalistic, thievish and
self-centered students.
In considering these problems, one
comes, reluctantly, to an obvious
truth: Most of the truly reprehensible deeds by Liberty students are
committed by its males — only a
minority of them.
Since the thought of girls doing
most of these things defies common
sense, one is resigned to wondering:
What docs a university do when it
finds itself stuck with—instead of
intelligent young fellows— a bunch
of buffoons?
The point, however, should be
proven—that the Li bcrty male real ly
is as empty-headed as alleged —
before a solution is sought.
The most readily observable characteristic of the Liberty male (whom
I will call Mr. Brickhead) is ignorant
rudeness.
Mr. Brickhead walks about campus yelling obscenities, demonstrating utter ignorance of good conduct.
He is a master of demonstrating just
how stupid a person can become if
he puts his head to it.
None of this would threaten, of
course, except for one tiny thing:
This an institution of higher learn-

Close Up

ing, and Mr. Brickhead still laughs at
what second-graders are realizing
isn't that funny any more.
Oh, but we're just beginning.
Mr. Brickhead, it seems, has a tendency to occasionally steal other
people's valuables.
The first draft of this column, in
fact, was written on my laptop, which
was soon after stolen from Dorm 32,
Room 303-E during chapel.
Nothing can be safely left unattended at LU and everyone knows it
— because Mr. Brickhead will steal
it. Books, magazines, bags, wallets,
clothes — he will swipe it.
Now: Perhaps girls do steal things,
but, really, one stretches to imagine
that females arc responsible for the
university's theft plague.
(In fact, the student development
staffstates that most offenses are
comitted by males.)
And if he can't find any reason to
steal something, Mr. Brickhead
breaks it. Why on earth would a

normal human punch holes in the
walls of the DeMoss building? Because, maybe, he is significantly
dumber than most other humans?
So frequently does Mr. Brickhead
break things that this paper ran an
article on vandalism, which I did not
read until last Friday afternoon.
The previous Wednesday, I inadvertently left my umbrella in a classroom, to which I returned the following day to retrieve it. It was still
there— broken into three pieces.
It would have been somewhat
understandable if the umbrella (a
nice one, given to me for Christmas)
was stolen. That would have at least
kept someone's head dry. But, since
the vandal must have already owned
an umbrella, he mutilated mine.
One fails to understand pointless
and mean-spirited force exerted on
an umbrella, obviously someone
else's.
Again, I chose the word "he"
because one just cannot picture a girl
destroying an umbrella or punching
holes in a wall.
Mr. Brickhead, though, exhibits
one more striking personality trait:
He is fascinated with impressing
everyone.
What else could explain his behavior in, say, chapel.
If a performance is given and the
decibel level falls low enough for
him to yell something, he almost

certainly will. From imitating chamber singers to sneezing loudly, he is
the most predictable of creatures.
And how extraordinarily funny is
he. He stands in front of the minor
(like a girl, ironically) for solid

minutes when in the restrooms.
He sports the most tasteless and
preposterous of clothing, as if to
say, "Look at me! Please, please,
look at me!"
Yes, well, my editor will not al-

low me the space required to document Mr. Brickhead's brainless demeanor. His behavior, however, will
improve with the scrutiny he will receive from students and faculty.
One hopes, anyway.

Clinton's first year in retrospect
••j

By JIM BOOTH
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• Sexual innuendos with the help of some
Arkansas state troopers.
A lot of credit has been attributed to Bill
• His affair with Gennifer Flowers.
Clinton and his first year as president. He has
• Probably the most ignored is the SUICIDE
done so many wonderful things thus far.
of Vince Foster and his role in the Whitewater
With so many accomplishments, Clinton
real estate situation.
takes credit for nearly everything perceived
• The lifting of the trade embargo against
as good.
Vietnam — not very safe; like the Russians
Let's examine a few accomplishments and
they cannot be trusted.
occurrences:
• He has almost ignored— as of late— the
• His cabinet has some real doosies in it. against Vietnam)?
North Koreans and their development of nuHis appointees are rather scary, such asSu• Clinton pushed for NAFTA, making a clear weapons.
preme Court Justice Ruth Ginsburg,
• He has trusted the former Soviet Union,
deal with one of the worst industrial pollut• The largest tax increase in our country's ants in the world — Mexico.
something that can backfire. It may ultimately
history was passed by Congress, which
• Clinton took credit for restoring peace in cause many problems in world relations if the
claimed to declare war on the upper class. We the Middle East between Shamir and Arafat Russians get away with too much.
will soon find Out if this is true when we get —Arafat, responsible for thousands of deaths,
• Clinton is helping the ushering in of a New
our tax returns.
World order — free trade agreements in Euis treated like an innocent child.
• Somalia was a total fiasco, killing and
• The largest scare tactics in the history of rope and as previously stated — NAFTA.
injuring many countries' hard-working sol- mankind are being used to help good ole
• Les Aspin—as secretary of defense—was
diers. Decisions were too lenient, allowing Hillary and her health care reform.
a real winner.
the United States to be embarrassed.
• Many positions have yet to be filled, in• The largest outbreaks of violence are
• Gays were given too much recognition occurring nationally. Clinton may not be cluding Les Aspin's.
and made it into the military (as long as they directly responsible, but the justice system is
This list of accomplishments is just outkeep their sexual orientation hush-hush).
standing.
at its worst (Can we blame Janet Reno?)
• U.S. troops, in the former Yugoslavia,
My national pride has leaped beyond that of
• WhitewaterGate. Clinton's personal dealwere handed over to U.N. and NATO forces, ings with real estate arc in question.
what I had ever imagined.
lowering our soldier's morale to the ground.
I just can't wait to see what tommorrow and
• Clinton's abuse of power while governor
Does he not care (Remember he protested of Arkansas.
the next three years will bring!

National

Assistant Graphics Editor
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Foolproof method for boosting GPA: No more video games!
Nintendos to Segas to, worst of all, solitaire
on Windows, students slowly lose control of
their study hours, addicted worse than crack
could
ever hope to match.
There is one thing, one menacing evil on the
"Just
one more game!" is the death rattle to
campus which should be driven off as quickly
a
student's
study habits.
as possible. Painful though this may be to
The
tragic
fact of this is that many students
most students, it would probably improve
know
this.
However,
by this time, it is too
grade point averages about .25.
late.
Often,
they
hate
the game they are
This evil is, of course, video games in the
playing
but
have
no
real
free will with which
dorm rooms.
to
pull
away.
Video games of every type abound. From
By MARK HASKEW

Champion Reporter

This addiction is most likely more widespread than many people would care to believe. Some students even resort to trying to
hide the fact that they have video games on
their computers in order to avoid being
trampled by the addicted.
On occasion my editors can be found glued
to a computer in the lab, quite off the track of
their assignments. Eyes vacuous and dilated,
they are shooting furiously at some tank-type
things on the screen.

A primary reason to abolish video games is
because it appears to be contagious. Both my
roommates and I are addicted to various games.
The most nefarious is solitaire, precisely
because there is no definite end to it.
The degree of addiction can become quite
severe. After we lost solitaire accidentally
one time, one roommate began playing Cruel
and Tut's Tomb to satisfy his dependency
(Those are perhaps the most boring games
devised). Yes, it can even come to that.

Our problems arose next door, though.
The incessant click-click-click of the mouse
drifted through the electric plate next to the
sink and infected us.
Many others on the hall are similarly enslaved.
Therefore, in an effort to save myself, my
dorm members and, I believe, many others
on campus, I propose that these games be
forcibly removed from the campus. (Or at
least limited in their use.)

Liberty Forum

Long-time student calls for re-examination of telephone, other policies
Editor:
Have you seen your telephone statement
from Liberty?
A letter of outrage concerning the Telephone services.
This is my second year at Liberty; and it
seems that until this point, I have accepted
some of the poor qualities of (his institution in
regard to its financial situation. But after having read a letter of complaint in the Liberty
Champion, from a fellow "irked" student, I
thought I should expand on some of the
spiritual aspects.
The letter that I mentioned before was
written in regards to the telephone services.
The letter included the business and financial
side of the telephone services. It touched on
one major point which irritates me to no end:
charging .50 for a 1-800 number.
Tell me that isn't against the law? Undoubtedly all of the students at Liberty who
live on campus, have been irritated one time
or another, in regards to the outdated telephone services inflicted upon us. But yet no
attempt to change this has occurred.

Late statements, overcharging, poor reception— all this from a Christian university?
Why should we sit back and allow this school
to take every advantage of us. Is this the way
to treat fellow believers? Your own family in
Christ? I think not.
Liberty should be different, caring for the
needsof the students, not in how much money
they make, or if enrollment is up. God will
bless this university in both qualities when it
treats his children right. Matthew 18:6 slates
"But whoso shall offend one of these little
ones which believe in me, it were better for
him that a millstone were hanged about his
neck, and that he were ilrowned in the depth
of the sea." When was the last time you
thought that verse over?
We have been told we are going to a "First
Rate University." First rate? (Where? Maybe
in a Third World country!) If this isfirstrate,
I want my money back!
The only thing first rate around here are the
waiting lines! The last lime I saw lines that
long, 1 was watching CNN and Hands-AcrossAmerica! The apathetic altitude which seems

to run rampant around here, finds its way into thai say to the glory of God, or mankind?
every corner of the Liberty Way.
Again, think that one over.
This applies not only to telephone services,
Liberty was set up to be a beacon, a spring
but almost every aspect on this campus. In- of hope and change in this backwards world.
flated prices, poor quality, terrible mainte- It was created to combat the morality problem
nance all of these take away from what this facing us Americans. But how can we tell
school is.
others to shape up when we as an institution
Has your healer ever broken down in the continue to rip off our own people. What is
middle of winter?
that pro verb... "Those who live in glass houses
I hope for your sake it doesn't, because the shouldn't throw stones?"
mainicnance workers MIGHT get around lo it Don't even tell me thai a phone network
before the Second Coming of Christ. Which including calling cards, collect calls, and a
probably will happen first. I Corinthians 10:31 real long distance company cannot be achieved
"Whether therefore ye eal, or drink, or what- with the Liberty curfew rule.
soever ye do, do all to the glory of God." Did When was the last time you stayed in a

motel? You can call room to room, call locally, long distance, collect, with a calling
card, and even, do I dare say, internationally!
But yet we students proudly attending Liberty university, must be punished because we
forgot to make friends with the telephone
company?
It seems to me that AT&T, MCI, SPRINT,
anyone would love to have another couple
thousand customers. Well it has been great to
have been finally heard. I think I'm going to
brave the ice storm and call my mom from the
pay phone—COLLECT!
A lired, concerned, irritated, poor student,
Matt Taylor

Dean thanks those who helped area students during inclement weather
Editor:
During one of our recent ice storms, Liberty university was provided an opportunity
to reach out and assist some studcnls from
Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Lynchburg College and Virginia School of the
Arts whose campuses were without electricity and heal.

Due to that emergency, last minute arrangements were made to house many of
these studcnls on our campus in available
empty beds. Most of our students responded
positively, compassionately and, in essence
ministered Christ to those who were in need.
I would like to commend those who graciously welcomed our guests into their rooms

and made them feel welcome even though
they had very little advance notice. Taking
the time to minister to others who are in need
demonstrates the love of Christ. A great big
thank you lo all who helped during the recent
emergency.
Bruce Traeger
Associate Vice President
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'Miracle Worker' inspires hope
By JANETTA CAMPBELL

Ferguson, who is cal led to the garden house in
an attempt to teach Helen sign language.
Arc you searching for a different form enAtone point in this scene, Ferguson salon
tertainment? If so, there is still time to sec the the bed and it broke. Unfortunately Ferguson
Fine Arts Department's production of "The broke character; while he did not laugh with
Mircle Worker," on March 24-26, in LU's the audience, it was apparent that he had
Lloyd Auditorium.
stepped outside of his role and into the "real
"The Mircle Worker," under the direction world" of the audience.
of Dr. David Miller, uses farce, comedy, speHadden, however, never broke character
cial lighting and scenery to bring the inspir- and acted as though nothing was wrong;
ing, true story to life.
instead, she was able to incorporate the broJunior Ginger Vertican, who played Helen, ken bed into the scene as well as add lightisablc to bring her to life through her excellent hearted comedy when she said in her cute
ability to truly portray the characteristics of Irish accent, "It is okay, Percy. Perhaps, your
Keller. While tackling the task of portraying bed will be better."
an individual who is not only deaf, but also
Hadden and Vertican worked well toblind and mute, Vertican was able to make her gether. Their combination in several scenes
performance realistic as well as believable.
in the play added a great deal of energy and
B
B
*M«BM«B
helped the play move forHer performance contribmmmmmmm
ward. In several scenes,
utcd a great deal of vitality
plttV f€Vl€W
and energy to the production
~
they created a great deal of
and was definitely an asset to the opening conflict.
night.
Other note-worthy performances were by
The best actress in the opening night pro- Gabriel Vogcl, junior.as Keller; Cynthia Belduction, however, was senior Jennifer Had- lamy, sophomore, as Kate; Steve Kyle, freshden in her role as Anne Sullivan.
man, as James; and Kera O'Bryon, sophoSullivan is the young teacher who comes to more, as Aunt Ev.
the Keller home in a seemingly impossible
The intent of the play was to allow the aueffort to teach Helen to communicate, but is dience to sec the actual scene changes thus
able to overcome insermountable odds and making the play more theatrical. However, it
start Helen on the path toward knowledge and seemed somewhat distracting (when Anne
understanding.
was having flash backs of her brother) to see
While it was apparent that other cast somewhat noisy scene changes transpiring in
members in the play were merely acting, the background.
Hadden, also, was able to make her performThe multi-color lighting techniques, which
ance believable.
simulated the different times of day through
It appeared as though Hadden, whose Irish the scenery back drop, added to the performaccent was the most believable and realistic ance and gained the audience's attendion.
accent in the entire production, actually
"The Mircle Worker" is definitely a play
photo by Jason Chrlslofl
embodied the person of Anne Sullivan.
worth viewing, filled with a great deal of
Her excellence in acting is displayed in one comedy as well as serious moments. With WHAT IS IT, A GAME? — Freshman Steve Kyle looks on as senior Jennifer
particular scene with both Helen and Percy. opening night over, the high marks are only Hadden and junior Ginger Vertican use sign language in "The Miracle Worker."
Percy, a slave played by sophomore Lamont bound to get better.
The play will be performed again March, 24,25 and 26 in the Lloyd Auditorium.
Champion Reporter

Answers Please
"Where are you
going for
Spring Break?"
"I'm going on
the CBA Missions trip to Florida and my main
goal is to help lead
others to the
Lord."
Shauen Miller
Ft. Valley, Ga.

"I'm going to
Daytona Beach,
Florida, to relax
and have fun."

Nael Khoury
Israel

"I'm
going
home to Orlando,
Florida, to see my
boyfriend and go
to the beach."

Jamie Galcutt
Orlando, Fla.

LU student spreads enthusiasm for life
By KIM MATHERLEY
Champion Reporter

"Do it for Jesus!"...
"Praise God!"...
"All for Jesus!"...
|Rferhaps the name Joseph Han docsn' t mean
much to most LU students, but the nickname
"Brother Joe" certainly paints a vivid picture
of the energetic sophomore who shouts out
phrases during convocations, concerts and
even classes.
Han, who is a youth ministry major from
Hollywood, Calif., doesn't worry about what
other people think, though. When he gets
mixed reactions to his "barks," he sees "both
sides— some good, some bad."
"I admire them for being truthful," he said.
But why does he do it? What does it mean?
"It started in junior high. We did it because
it annoyed the teachers, and it stuck with me.
I'm thankful for it. It's just me," Han said.
Han respects his mother for her spiritual

"I'm going
She'll witnesses to anybody whether they
"This a dream come true. It's a four year
home to look for
"/ never thought I could
have a knife or not," he continued.
Christian camp. God strengthens you here for
a summer job."
Even
though
most
students
would
consider
Him;
that's
what
I
like
about
here.
Hike
to
see
make it here... I thought
Han bold like his mother, he says that he what God has created in people. It's amazing
(Liberty) was so big that I
worried before coming to LU about not meet-- what God has in store for them. Here are some- .
of the best Christian people around," he said/"
ing people.
wouldn't fit in, but.God
Kevin Hines
"God is the unlimited God. I really discovWith all his praises of LU, Han said that a
unified me with this big
Cleveland,Ohio
ered that when I came here. I never thought I rekindling is the only thing he sees that could
family here."
could make it here. It's amazing how God led be added to the spiritual atmosphere.
— Joseph Han me here. I thought it was so big that I wouldn't "It needs a revival once in a while, because
Sophomore fit in, but God has unified me with this big we all go through down times, but there's
"I'm going to
nothing wrong here. That's the way I sec it.
family here," he said.
Jacksonville,
fervor and says he gets much of his energy
In addition to fitting in with his peers, Han This is the most awesome school in the world.
N.Ctovisitmy
from her.
has found that completing schoolwork is also It has an awesome Christian environment," he
godmother
"I get homesick when I think about my a difficult task.
said.
whom I haven't
mom. She's really been my spiritual life
Along with his praises, Han also offers
"My hardest time at LU is studying. I'm
seen since I was
director. She calls me every other day early really in lack of discipline right now. Thai's advice to the students.
15 years old."
in the morning to wake me up," Han said.
one of my weaker points. I'm getting better at
"Take advantage of it (LU). Focus in on
"She loves the Lord more than I do. She is it. God's really working in my life. I really God. It's a great place to really know who you
Rachelle Martin
very bold about spreading the Word. She need that."
are and know what God wants for your life.
Hawaii
rides the bus every morning to work, and she
For Han, coming to LU has also meant Your parents are not here. It's just you and
believes God has put her in that position. growing spiritually.
God," he concluded.
•

'Let the buyer beware': Some things at Liberty will never change
when man, money and machines are involved.
I'm probably the
As I reached the vending machine by the
most even-tempered
Creation Studies Museum, I instinctively dug
person you could ever
deep into my front right pocket with my right
meet. Still, there are
hand. When I didn't feel the usual jingle of
some situations on
change, my heart sank.
this campus that chal"That's okay," I mumbled to myself, knowlenge even my sense
ing that one of the Coke machines accepts
of reason.
dollar bills. Then I realized, however, that it
Last Monday night,
was still broken (and has been since the early
for example, I was
Palcozentonic age).
working quite late in DAVID
At first, I laughed. Vending machines, after
the journalism lab. HART
After nodding off so wmmmmmmmmmmmall, arc the only places at LU that won't take
violently that I almost broke my nose on the one's money. But then the irony of the situkeyboard, I decided that I should get a cold ation struck me: as children, we exchange our
quarters for dollar bills, but as college studrink to help me wake up.
I'm quite accustomed to getting a drink out dents we exchange dollar bills for quarters.
of vending machines. It's something I've Our ability to survive is relevant to the amount
done probably hundreds of times during my of change we do or do not have in our pockets.
So, like I had hundreds of times before, I
four years here. Yet, I should have known
that any assortment of problems can occur decided that I would purchase something from

the snack machine. Not because I was hungry,
but because it took dollar bills, and with the
change I could finally get a Coke.
To my surprise, the machine accepted my
dollar on the very first try. As the chocolate
cookies with chocolate chips dropped from
their metal coil, however, I realized that I had
made a huge mistake. I was so tired I had
accidentally selected "13," the numberabove
M&M's instead of "18," the number below.
That slip-up was a cri lical mistake because,
as most choco-holics know, the chocolate
cookies with chocolate chips cost 60 cents
rather than the expected 50 cents. Now, I had
to buy another snack so that I could combine
the change from the two snacks and purchase
the Coke.
With a sigh of relief, I spotted and pulled a
crisp dollar bill out of my wallet. Then, with
the skill and grace of a surgeon I slid the edge
of the dollar into the bill exchange.

no avail. Finally, he had a weak moment and showed me
how to do the tricks. I've been practicing them ever since.
Whenever Spiritual Emphasis Week or the Super Conference rolls around, I usually talk to as many of the
featured speakers to pick their brains and find what
makes them lick. If I go and pick them up at a hotel
for a service, I savor the time of have with these
men of God. I ask them all sorts of questions to sec
There is always something to which you don't know what their secrets are 10 the successful ministries '
the secret. It's also true that women are able to keep a they have.
I usually ask inqurics like, "What one
secret as well as men can, but it lakes more of them 10
piece
of advice would you give me in
do it. Secrets can really drive you up the wall.
my
future
ministry?" Almostevery time
Just the other night, a group of friends and myself
the
answer
is, from the likes of Jack
were visiting two people named Sam and David off
Graham,
James
Merrill, Jerry Vines,
campus. While we were joking around and watching the
Ray
Schulcnburg,
etc., "Know the
Winter Olympics, David and I started to fiddle with
Word
of
God.
Have
a strong quiet
some playing cards. This "fiddling" turned into displays
time."
of awe as we showed each other card tricks we had
So often we are searching for
learned throughout the short span of our lives.
There were two tricks he performed that amazed me. "tricks" or"secrets"lolivingihc great
I begged him to show me the secrets of the tricks, but to Christian life. I use the word "great" to

NRLSON CHAPMAN

Without Christ,
there is no fruit

"GGRRR-ZZZHHENNN."
It rejected my dollar.
"What in the world?! There's nothing wrong
with this dollar!" I spewed at the machine
before slamming the dollar in again.
"GGRRR-ZZZHHENNN."
"That's okay, David. Just stay calm," I said
with clenched teeth. (The last thing you want
to do in a situation like this is let the machine
know you're becoming impatient.)
I slowly withdrew my dollar andbegan the
famous"removc-thc-wrinklcs-on-the-bill-bymoving-it-back-and-forth-on-the-edge-ofthe-machine" manucver.
"There. Now see if you can find any
wrinkles," I dared it aloud.
"GGRRR-ZZZHHENNN."
Obviously, my plan hadn't worked, and the
next step was to try fooling the machine. With
a sinister look, I attempted putting in the bill
facing the other direction...

"GGRRR-ZZZHHENNN."
Upside down?
"GGRRR-ZZZHHENNN."
By this point, this dumb machine had become an obsession. I didn't want sleep. I
didn't even want my Coke anymore. Now it
was simpy a matter of principle and I
WANTED MY CHANGE.
After 30 minutes of jamming my dollar bill
into the machine in every angle imaginable
and at varying speeds (might I add) I had a
great idea...
"What would happen if I actually crumpled
up the bill, gave it some wrinkles, and then
iron them out all over again?" I immediately
did exactly that, and for some unexplainable
reason, it finally accepted my dollar bill.
I could hardly believe my eyes when I saw
that the Coke machine was completely out of
Cokes, but that was okay. I had a pocket full
of change, and that was all that mattered.

mean that the Lord is using a person mightily in the world church 15 stories high, but it would mean nothing
for His glory. There is no secret to success in the Bible. because it has no spiritual meaning. Only when you
The way to be fruitful is clearly laid out in the Bible... It's labor in Christ, by Christ and for Christ, do you work in
eternal value. Only in the Spirit's guidance is this
not a secret.
In John 15:5, we read, "I am ihc Vine, ye are ihc accomplished.
Look at middle part of verse five again. We must
branches: He that abidcth in Mc, and I in him, the
abide
in Christ. We must dwell with Jesus in our daily
same bringclh forth much fruit: for without Mc ye
lives,
in our conversation, writing, thinking and even
can do nothing."
listening.
II we are not Christ's (saved, obedient and
Looking at the context of the chapter and verse,
consecrated),
we can do nothing. Wc have to dwell in
Jesus is the true Vine. We cannot survive without Him
Him
through
meditation
of the Word and prayer.
for we, believers, arc the branches of the Vine.
However,
it
doesn't
slop
there: "... and I in Him."
This verse is discussing those who arc
You
cannol
simply
dwell
in
the Lord and be fruitful.
already Christians. Herein lies the simple
You
must
let
Him
dwell
in
you.
You arc indwell by the
truth for a Christian's sucess or about
Spirit,
but
are
you
walking
by
the
Sprit of God? You
being exceedingly fruitful in the Lord:
have
got
to
let
the
Lord
invade
your
essence to be used
For without Me ye can do nothing."
by
Him.
Yielding
to
the
control
of
the
Spirit does this.
The believer's strength and
Indeed,
we
can
do
nothing
spiritually
apart from
work must rely on Christ. OtherChrist.
When
we
dwell
in
Him
and
He
in
us, we, the
wise, there is no true strength and
branches
of
die
Vine,
bring
forth
much
fruit
to His
work. Yes, you can go to work and
honor
and
glory.
do many things; you could build a
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Jacksonville is serious
about fighting violent
crime because, hey, you
need to be in a state that's
shaped like a gun.

Pensacola Christian College has an indoor pool
for those who don't want
to get sunburned or swim
with the opposite gender.

Walt Disney World is the
only place on the face of
the earth where educated
people will pay $14 for a
hamburger and fries.

Before you go...
S
pring break. It's more than
just a holiday. It's a dream
come true. Or is it?
At this time each year, thousands of
college students from all over the
states flock to their favorite vacation
hot spot for some fun and relaxation.
For those of us on the East Coast
who desire excitement and adventure
that traditional hot spot is sunny
Florida. And why not?
The movie industry paints such an
alluring picture: Ted and six of his
friends steal the keys to a rich uncle's
convertible sports car for the week...
arrive in Ft. Lauderdale where they
party in a stranger's beachside condominium... and meet vivacious females who adore them for their awesome bodies.
Unfortunately, real life is not always
as glamorous as the movies one
browses through at the video store.

Advantages
_

1
2
3
4
5

Florida attracts lots
• of other vacationers.

In fact, the average college
student's spring break is anything
but glamourous and usually consists
of the following:
traveling with four strangers in a
1973 Toyota Corolla;
• discovering that there was a reason your hotel room was so cheap;
• getting so sunburned at the beach
it hurts to move;
• spending nearly $100 on Florida
T-shirts, post cards and mugs;
• using your parents' Visa card
that's supposed to be reserved for
emergencies.
That's why I have decided to pass
along my personal insights, acquired
during my 10 years of living in the
"tropical paradise" of Florida to
inform you of the good, the bad and
the ugly about spending your spring
break in Florida.

Tampa has now broken
the Guinness Book of
World Records for largest percentage of population older than 100.

— David Hart, Feature Editor

Disadvantages
but they're all either
newlyweds or nearly-deads.
but it also has really big
cockroaches that can fly.

Florida has an average temp.
• of 78 degrees Fahrenheit...

but with the humidity,
it feels like 109 degrees.

Florida has lots of
• beautiful palm trees.

but the highest point of
elevation is a speed bump.

Florida has many people
• from different cultures...

but you have to know
their language to speak with them.

6

graphic by David Hart

Places to Visit

•—«•—

Florida has Mickey Mouse
who sings and dances...

Florida is very seldom
ever boring...

Palm Beach residents are
frequently profiled on
shows such as America's
Most Wanted, Top Cops
and Emergency 912.

but that's because there's a
crime every 30 seconds.

• Bush Gardens: The Dark Continent, in Tampa, covers 300
acres and contains African animals, rare birds, tropical plants and
a large amusement park.
• Cypress Gardens is about five miles southeast of Winter Haven. It is one of Florida's oldest attractions and features tropical
gardens and water shows.
• Ormond-Daytona Beach stretches for about 23 miles along
the Atlantic Coastline. Tides have beaten the beach to the hardness and smoothness of a highway, which tourists can drive on
during the day.
• St. Augustine is the oldest permanent European settlement in
the United States. Visitors may tour restored Spanish and British
colonial homes.
• Sea World, near Orlando, features dolphin and killer whale
shows. The marine center also has a colorful water-skiing show.
• Spaceport U.S.A., in Cape Canaveral, is the visitor center for
the John F. Kennedy Space Center. It offers bus tours of the
space center and also features exhibits that deal with space
travel.
• Universal Studios Florida, in Orlando, is a working motion
picture and television studio. Its attractions include production
facilities and movie-themed rides and shows.
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Grapplers snatch second
By JOANNA TEDDER
Assistant Copy liditor

LU wrestlers Aaron Bruce and
Denny Orr will advance to the NCAA
Championships after Liberty finished
second overall in third annual Colonial Athletic Association Wrestling
Championship on Saturday, March 5,
at James Madison University.
Old Dominion University won the
tournament, 4.75 point ahead of LU.
In addi lion, ODU Head Coach Gray
Simons was named "Coach of the
Year" and ODU senior co-captain
Greg Satchell was awarded "Outstanding Wrestler of the Year."
"Our guys worked extremely hard
this season," Simons said.
"We were extremely fortunate this
season that our team stayed healthy
and were able to wrestle at their lop

Big South Tournament Winners since 1986

tively . Each finished with a record of
form," he continued.
The Monarchs finished with a total 2-1.
Josh Hackctl, with a record of 0-2,
of 68 points, but the Flames trailed
close behind at 62.75. George Mason did not place in the 134-pound divicame in third with 56.6 points, James sion. Placing fourth with 2-2 records
Madison finished fourth with 55 points were LU's Chad McPhatter in the
and VirginiaTech earned 38.75 points 150-pound class and Steve Black in
the 158-pound weight division.
for fifth place.
Liberty'sPaulKaiserplacedfourth
American University finished sixth
with 27.25 points and William & Mary in the 167-pound division, with a 1-2
overall record.
came in last with 13.5 points.
Scott Wall placed second at 177
In the championship bouts, Orr, a
freshman, won by a fall in 4:41 against pounds with a record of 2-1 and in the
George Mason's Bryan Hazard, who heavy weight class Greg First finished third with a 3-1 record.
was seeded first at 142-pounds.
"Everybody just made an outstandBruce won the 190-pound class with
a decision against American ing effort," LU Head Coach Don
Shulcr said.
University's Jacob Scott, 12-5.
Orrand Bruce will advance tocomFurthermore, LU's Brady Hiattand
Aaron Wilson placed third in the 118- petc at the NCAA Championships on
pound and 126-pound classes, respec- March 17-19 in Chapel Hill, N.C.

Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames grabbed two Big
South victories against the University
of Maryland Baltimore County, 6551, Saturday night and Towson State
University, 71-59, Friday night.
The Lady Flames, finishing the
regular season with a 10-8 record, are
seeded sixth in the Big South for the
upcoming tournament.
During the Towson State competition, Erin Wall tied for high-scorer
with Angie Johnson. Each made 12
points. Wall grabbed her career-high
and the game-high of 14 rebounds.
Johnson came right behind Wall with
13 rebounds.
Ginny Coleman put in the team
high of 14 points in the UMBC contestSaturday. Wallagainpulleddown
the rebounding high of nine rebounds.
Renee White sunk three shots from
three-point Jand to bring her point
total for the game to 13.
Freshman starter Michelle Wyms
put in the first hoop of the game off a
pass into the paint by Johnson. Although the Lady Flames led for the
first few minutes of the contest, the
UMBC Retrievers soon took over.
They held the lead for nearly 10 minutes, though they never got ahead by
more than five points.
"We communicated well as a team,

and we came out mentally prepared,"
Lady Flame Anna Barrington said.
Because both teams started off the
competition in a man-to-man defense,
neither team scored much during the
first half. The Lady Retrievers hit
only 26 percent from the field during
the first half, while Liberty put in just
28 percent of its field goals.
"We played a lot better defense and
took care of the ball better (than the
last time we played UMBC)," Head
Coach Rick Reeves said.
With nine minutes to go in the half,
the Lady Flames went into a fullcourt press. Their defense picked up
even more as they swiped several
steals in the last few minutes of the
game. White started a Liberty ninepoint run at 6:08 when she hit her first
three-pointer.
The Lady Flames ended the half
ahead by six at 22-16.
* Both teams came out of the Jocker
rooms after the half with a full-court
press. Liberty'spoint guard, Barrington, took thechallenge as she dribbled
around defender after defender. She
fired a pass in to Wall for the Lady
Flames' first score of the second half.
"The first five minutes of the second half were really strong," Barrington explained. Liberty kept it up
See Lady Flames, Page 12
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Softball team loses
to GMU in debut

Lady Flames torch
UMBC, Towson
By B. JILL ALESSI

\Q7l

Campbell

By B. JILL ALESSI
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames softball team lost their first two games, 5-9, and, 1 -7, in a
double-header against George Mason University Friday afternoon. However,
the Lady Flames had three double plays for the afternoon.
The Lady Flames had a slow start during their second game. Susan Rhodes
smacked a home run in the sixth inning to give Liberty its only score.
"It's first game jitters; That's what I would call it," Head Coach Paul
Wetmore said.
GMU's Lady Patriots put in three runs in the second inning. Lady Flame
Cynthia Farmer pitched the first four innings of the second game against GMU
with one strikeout and two walks. Farmer picked up two groundballs and
initiated the two double plays of the second game.
The Lady Patriots had two runs in both the fifth and sixth innings while
Rhodes, who had pitched all seven innings of the first game, came in to pitch.
Rhodes tossed in two strike-outs and walked only one. Jennifer Peterson
pitched one strikeout and one walk in the final inning of the game.
Taryn Tanis had seven put-outs while playing first base during LU's second
game with George Mason, two of which were part of double plays. Rachel
Nelson registered five put-outs.
The Lady Flames took a quick lead during the first game, scoring four runs
in the first inning. The Lady Patriots came back in the third inning with four
runs of their own. In the fifth inning, George Mason gained another four runs.
LU tried to come back but came up with only one run in the sixth inning.
GMU took one more run in the final inningto bring their final total to nine runs.
Rhodes threw in five strikeouts during the first game but allowed 10 hits and
six walks. Rhodes also hita triple and brought in one run. Dayna Christiansen
had seven put-outs from first base, while Nelson had six pul-outs. Both Paula
Smith and Allison Hemmila sprinted for a steal and a run.
"We ran the bases well. We were very aggressive," Wetmore explained.
The Lady Flames softball team will compete Wednesday, March 9, at home
against Longwood College in another doubleheader at 2:30 p.m. Other upcomphoto by Robin Burcham
ing games include: at UNC Charlotte on Friday, March 11, at 2 p.m., at Coastal
FROM THE PAINT — Lady Flame Erin Wall (25) throws up a
Carolina on Saturday, March 12, at 2 p.m., home against UMBC at 3 p.m. on
shot for two against the Towson State Lady Tigers Friday night in
Monday, March 14, at Winthrop on Thursday, March 17, at 2 p.m. and at
the Vines Center. Wall tallied 12 points in Liberty's 71-59 win.
Charleston Southern on Friday, March 18, at 2 p.m.

Flames surrender to Winthrop, take NC A & T in season opener
By RICH MACLONE
Champion Reporter

Baseball season began for the Liberty
Flames this week as the team opened up the
1994 campaign by beating North Carolina
A&T and being swept three games at Winthrop
University, once on Friday and twice on Saturday in a doubleheader. The Flames also had
two games postponed during the week due to
bad weather.
In the second game of the doubleheader,
Liberty lost, 6-3. LU was held to three runs on
seven hits by Winthrop's Mark Wells, Paul
Rehkow and Jeff Myers. Wells (1-0) recorded
the win as he gave up six hits, three runs, one
walk and struck out eight in 5 1/3 innings.
LU's Jason Baker (0-1) took the loss as he
was tagged for six hits and five runs in three
innings, including a home run by Winthrop's
centerfielder Ron Knox.
The Eagles shelled their way to an early 40 lead in the first inning. Liberty started a
comeback with two runs in the third inning,
but Winthrop responded with another run in
the bottom of the inning.
Again, Winthrop quelled an LU rally when

the Eagles scored a run in the bottom of the
sixth after the Flames had scored one earlier
in their half of the inning. That finalized the
score, 6-3, in favor of Winthrop.
Liberty's designated hitter Mark Reed went
1-4 with two RBI's. Shortstop Terry Weaver
andfirstbaseman Rich Distler chipped in two
hits apiece.
The Flames fell to the Eagles in the first
game of the doubleheader, 1-0. Eagles pitcher
Bryan Link (3-1) pitched solidly all seven
innings, giving up only three hits and two
walks with six strikeouts. FlameJasonSmith's
record dropped to 1-1 as he gave up the only
run of the game on three hits and one walk.
Winthrop's only run came in the fourth
inning when first baseman Jason Martin
knocked in shortstop Jeff Cisar.
The only Liberty players to reach base on
hits were centerfielder Charlie Kim, Reed
and catcher Erik Christensen.
The Flames lost at Winthrop on Friday
afternoon, 5-1. LU was held to one run on
five hits by Winthrop pitcher Carl Dale who
pitched a complete game.
Liberty challenged the Eagles with pitcher

Boh Sturm

NBA resembles WWF as the
sport shifts to entertainment

Michael is gone. Larry and Magic are old
news. Charles is saying "This is it." What
will become of our fine league? Will the
National Basketball Association wither and
pass now that the original "Dream Team" is
either gone or close to it? I will admit, my
allegiance has gradually shifted from the NBA
to college hoops in the last several years.
This year, even though I have tried several
limes, I have yet to successfully sit through an
entire pro game. Why is this? Why, when it
seems that the league could not get any bigger, do 1 feel that we are possibly witnessing
the start of a down-period for this superpower of all professional sports?
I'll tell you why: The league is walking

closer and closer to that line line between
sports and entertainment. What am 1 talking
about? Answering this question might help—
When was the last lime you watched a playoff
game, and the words, 'This thing is fixed"
didn't cross your mind?
Well, if I am right that those words have
travelled through the super-computer of your
mind, I will remind you that those arc also the
same words that may pop in between your
cars when watching Hulk Hogan battle King
Kong Bundy in the steel-cage.
When is a sport leaving the competitive
spirit of an athletic contest and arriving at
money-sucking entertainment? When you
manufacture stars through commercials (Meet

Kris Morion (1-1). He tossed 7 1/3 innings,
allowing eight hits and five earned runs, striking out six, and walking two.
LU fell behind early in the contest by allowing a single run in the first inning and two in
the second. The score remained the same until
the seventh, when Winthrop scored again.
WU matched it in the eighth with another to
take a five run lead going into the ninth.
The Flames scored a run in the ninth when
Kim drove Weaver home. One run was all the
offense could gather against the Winthrop
pitcher who struck out 13 LU batters in the
course of the game.
LU opened the season with a win on Monday at home against NC A & T, 6-0.
Three Liberty pitchers combined for the
shutout. Morton tossed three innings, allowing no hits.whilc striking out seven and walking four. Smith relieved Morton in the fourth
inning. Smith pitched three solid innings,
giving up only one hit while walking one and
striking out two.
Left-hander Robb Egel closed out the game
for LU by pitching two innings, allowing two
hits, two walks, and striking out three.

Harold Miner and Dee Brown) even though it
is obvious they never come close to the normal standards set for stardom status. I find it
comical when certain players achieve "star"
levels through endorsements and hype when
all they have ever done is impressed fifth
graders in a slam-dunk competition.
The forefathers of thisfinegame would
not be amused if they knew that players
with solid games like Craig Ehlo, Horace
Grant, Milch Richmond and Ricky Pierce
go relatively unnoticed while the flashypostcr-move-once-a-gamc players receive all the credit.
Maybe the folks at the
league office don' t care what
the forefathers would say. I
guess it is possible that this
is something they will over*
look since the league is
enjoying more money and
popularity than it ever has.
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IS HE SAFE? — Flames infielder Jeremy Tully tries to tag out a North Carolina
A & T baserunner Monday. The Flames won their season opener, 6-0.
LU was held scoreless until the fourth in- McClung blast.
ning, when the Flames erupted for four runs
In the fourth, Kim singled and then stole
started by a Shane McClung thrcc-run homer second. Weaver singled in Kim but was then
and an RBI single by Weaver.
thrown out at second.
The inning began with a Hutchinson leadLiberty added two more runs in the fifth
off single, that was followed by a Bill Clark inning when Clark singled in Christensen and
double. The two baserunners scored on the Distler singled in Clark.

I just have this feeling that if they continue
to promote players as being the greatest ever
to play (Shaq) before that player has ever
played in the playoffs, they could be digging
their own grave.
But, perhaps I should gel with ihc
program. Obviously, since this coun—%%try loves pro wrestling and American
Gladiators, maybe sports needs to become an entertainment to be successful. Maybe you would like interviews
alter each game so the players could
Ilex their biceps and proclaim that
nexi time they meet lhat team
they will kick their tail.
Maybe the league should
give Mr. Fuji a call and ask
if he would like to coach
Ihe Knicks against Bobby
"The Brain" Hecnan and
the Bulls.
Maybe pay-per-

view events like a basketball version of the
"Battle Royal" would be successful. Think
about it, we could have one player from each
of the 27 teams playing a huge game of "21"
(By the way, anything goes).
All of these ideas make sense based on the
idea that we arc just trying to make more
money. Charles Barklcy blow-up dolls would
be big. Karl Malone lunch boxes would sell
like holcakes. Why not?
1 guess 1 may be going over-board on sev
eral of these examples. But hey, as Mr.
Limbaugh says, "Sometimes you must use
absurdity to show how absurd something is."
My message to the commissioner and to the
folks at all the shoe companies would be:
"Guys, the sport is great. Let the players
abilities speak for themselves, and clean up
the game so that this notion of things being
fixed during the play-offsquickly disappears."
Besides, Mr. Fuji never could beat a good
full-court press.
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Freshman Lady Flame gains Big South awards, respect
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Sports lulilor

Freshman Michelle Wyms has made a big
impact on Liberty basketball.
"She really earned my respect," Women's
Basketball Head Coach Rick Reeves said in
regard to Wyms and the impression she has
made on him.
Respect is just the beginning of what Wyms
has earned this season, though. Three Big
South Honorable Mention Rookie of the
Week Awards, as well as a starting position
on the team can also be placed on the
growing list of accomplishments that
Wyms has already furnished.
Winning three of those awards does not
really phase Wyms, though. In fact, she only
knew of one when asked.
But the fact remains that she has captured
some big honors in the few months she has
been playing college ball.
However, instead of "resting on her laurels," Wyms has focused her mind on other

things — namely her team.
"I am doing better than what I thought I
would be. I am not focusing on that (the
awards). There is a lot of lalcnt on the team.
Everyone has to have their part. This is mine,"
She said.
"After you get it, it is just an award. You
just go to the next. Yeah, I would love to be
Rookie of the Year. That would be a dream
for me because I am a freshman. But...my
main goal is to play the best that I can play,"
Wyms continued.
Striving to give it her all and help her team
are the driving forces that motivate Wyms.
"I want to be able to walk off the court
saying that I did everything possible,"
Wyms said.
When Wyms walks onto the court, she has
a specific mindset.
"If we are playing a post that is really good,
and I have to guard her, I will say, 'I am not
going to let her get the points that she usually
gets.' I am going in with the attitude that I am

going to be stronger. Like when we played
Radford here, I had the frame of mind and
attitude that they were not going to push me
around just because I am a freshman. Being
a freshman docs not mean anything to me,"
Wyms stated.
With or without her Big South awards,
Wyms has impressed her coach both on and
off the playing floor.
"We thought Michelle was, when wc recruited hcr.a very talented player. Spiritually,
she is solid. She just loves the Lord. Michelle
has such a deep love for the Lord and such a
positive testimony. It thrills me," Reeves said.
Reeves is already comparing Wyms to one
of Liberty's most distinguished, well-known
Lady Flames in the history of the school.
"She reminds me a lot of Theresa Bream.
She is not as near as strong as Theresa, but she
is a much belter free-throw shooter than
Theresa. Both of them play very intelligently.
They understand the game. Both of them arc
leaders. I think that the one thing for a Ircsh-

"1 want to be able to walk off
the court saying that I did
»
everything possible.'

—Michelle Wyms
Freshman Center

man that I have been most pleased with Michelle is her leadership ability," Reeves said.
"She is a diamond in the rough. We just
need to polish up on her," Reeves continued
to explain.
With a stellar rookie season is coming to
a close for Wyms, anticipation runs high
with visions of winning the Big South

Tournament on March 9-12 and proceeding
to the NCAA Tournament.
"We feel like we can win," Wyms said. "A
lot of people don't believe we can do it, even
people here (at Liberty). They are not believers. If they believe and wc believe, then
maybe something good will come out. He
who laughs last, laughs loudest."

Bell recruits players, souls
By JOSHUA COOLEY
Sports Editor

Men'sSoccerHeadCoachBillBell
and his wife, Mary, rccendy journeyed to England and spent seven
weeks in January and February on a
mission to recruit players for the team
and souls for the Lord.
The couple furthered their selffounded gospel ministry, "Within the
Walls", by visiting Feltham Prison
and Aylesbury Prison, two juvenile
correctional facilities in England
that detain young adults from theages
of 15-21.
The trip across the Atlantic also
served as a recruiting tool for the
Flames soccer team as Bell looked at
a number of British players.
However, Bell did not travel to the

according to the coach.
In addition, Bell also noted that
in one of the jails, the prison church
is being forced to turn many
inmates away because of the size of
the congregation.
Bell's ministry has had much success in the past.
Players on Liberty's soccer team
such as senior Bradley Styles, junior
James Wright and Matthew Sinclair
as well as James Price, who is described as one of the best Big South
goalies by Bell, have all been recruited in England.
The team is anticipating next season as the potential recruitment class
for the 1994 campaign looks "strong,"
according to Assistant Coach Jeff
Alder.

prisons to recruit, but to share his
Christian faith through coaching the
inmates in soccer.
"I am recruiting for Jesus in the
prisons. But if somebody comes across
my path while I am in a prison or in a
high school while I am coaching and
becomes a Christian, I try and get
them to come to Liberty. First and
foremost, the ministry is the goal.
Obviously, we are representing not
just the Lord, but Liberty," Bell said.
Bell described the use of athletics
as "a bridge or a platform to reach
some of them for the gospel."
The trip served as a follow-up
mission to one that Bell and his wife
had taken this past summer.
There is a "big revival" happening
as a result of the athletic ministry,

Two essential
for a perfect
date:

Lady Flames Continued from Page 11
out the rest of the game. The Lady
Retrievers never took the lead during
the second half. They tied it only
once, at 11:17.
Liberty took their largest lead of the
game at 2:21 when sophomore Tasha
Woods sunk two from the line. The
Lady Flames ended the game by
running out the clock.
Woods ended the competition with
10 points. Barrington and Wyms each
registered 12 points against UMBC.
Barrington also added seven assists.
On Friday night, the Towson Tigers grabbed the tip-off and sunk the
first basket. They immediately went
into a full-court press. The Lady
Flames handled it well as Wall
scored within the first minute of
play. The score continued to volley

and tie throughout the first 10 minutes
of the game.
With 10 minutes to go in the first
half, the Lady Tigers began to pour it
on. At 5:48, Towson took a six-point
lead — their largest of the competition. LU's White started a comeback
with a drive to the basket and a lay-up
at 3:38. Barrington tied the game, 2424, with her own drive at 2:17.
The score went back and forth until
the very end of the half when Dena
Freeman hit one from the line with six
seconds to go. Liberty held the halftime lead of 30-29.
The Lady Flames started off the
second half in a half-court, man-toman defense, while the Towson Tigers put on a man-to-man press. The
Lady Tigers put in the first four points
of the half, giving them a three-point

CLASSIFIEDS
T o place a classified ad in the paper,
please contact Mrs. Pat Mazanec at
extention 582-2128.

CUBS
KARN S50-S250
For yourself plus up to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs nothing and lasts one
week. Call now and recieve a free gift.
1-800-932-0528. Ext. 65.
HELP WANTED: Nanny to care
for my 7 month old daughter 2-3
days per week in my Boonsboro
home. Mature, competent individual
with interest in child development.
Call 384-5076.
!".
Illllllllimmilllllimiimiimn

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYM E N T : Fisheries. Many earn
$2,000+/month in canneries or $3,000$6,000+/month on fishing vessels.
Many employers provide benefits. No
experience necessary! Getthe necessary head start on next summer. For
more information call: 1-206-5454155 extension A5344

flours: Mimd*y-i ndt.y H~7
hjiunUy 9-7, Sttndsy 17-f.

mz mm PHOTOS
Miin...i.in.n»m.ummtimn

f^ .
Orders!

Mindboggle
Video Arcade
River Ridge Mall

everywhere
you w a n t to he.

I (804)832-0729 I -crX'-xIiI
'
R ^ *
10* off with this coupon ^ ^

<D Visa U.S.A. Inc. 1994

Screen printed
T-shirts for your
club or organization

We Have The LOWEST Priced^
i e Hour Developing in lynchbuff

FREE at

lt'$

OulMi * Mora Mall - 3000 Wards Rd.
cM

SurxUfl^
Bring in this ad when you have your film
developed and recieve a coupon
for a FREE 5x7 enlargement.
(Not good with other offers)

! I I TI I

VPWS

RECORDS
NLIMITIDI

Si

Hours: Mond*y£aturd*y 10-0

PLAY

VISA

CD's, tapes, 45's, LP's, Posters, T-shuta,
ICI.
Books, Pins, and Patches.
Large Selection!

'
Candler a SrtUoti
Shopping Goiter
Nwr Drevtt City
846-3*86

MINDBOGGLE

A date a n d this.

t e n t i o n Studental
IPCheck outA tour
nl
great Prices on new and used

SPRING BREAK '94: Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica, Florida & Padre! 110%
Lowest Price Guarantee! Organize 15
friends and your trip is FREE!
TAKE A BREAK STUDENTTRA VEL
(800) 328 7283.

7106Ttaberl«keRd
Nterf to Oitnkin Donuts
at Timberfiiko & L««$viJte
2$7-7797

Fbtohst

lead. By 16:59, they had brought that
lead up to six points.
Within three minutes, Liberty had
regained the lead which it would hold
for the rest of the game. At 12:39,
Woods came in with an eight-point
run. Her final basket of the run came
off a drive and dish by Barrington.
"We were all keyed into the game
because we knew it would put us up in
the conference," G. Coleman said.
At 6:00, G. Coleman hit a baseline
jumper to give the Lady Flames a 12point lead, their largest lead of the
game until the final seconds. Barrington scored last, hitting two free
throws off a foul by Towson's Tanya
Belair to seal the win.
Five of the Lady Flames scored in
double figures. Besides high-scorers
Wall and Johnson, other scorers were:
Wyms with 11, Barrington with 10
and Woods with 10. Wyms also
grabbed nine rebounds.
The Lady Flames begin the Big
South Conference Tournament Wednesday, March 9, in Greensboro, N.C.

Lynchburg's

Total
Automotive Center

Quality Screen Printing
& Embroidery
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

($.50 value, limit one per person per day) jI
Exp: 3-31-94 Sun. - Thurs. only
j

KERR

T-Shirts • Golf Shirts • Uniforms
Canvas Bags • Promotional Items
Complete Art Department
Offering Custom Design
and Illustration Services

384-5868

TIRE&
AUTOMOTIVE

385-8966

!

HIGH PEAK
Sportswear, Inc.
THE T-SHIRT FACTORY
924Main Street
A i / - . A a
Lynchburg, Virginia 24504
(804) 846-5223

Fax: (804) 847-7563

!

10% off Mechanical Parts
or
5% off Tire Purchase
with this coupon and L.U. ID
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Intramurals fight through cold
By DANNY WKNGKR

Harris teeter

Feb. 23 No Name 22, Special Sauce 16
Feb. 23 Convenience Factor 36, Team Butter 16
Even as winter took one last stab at campus last week, Feb. 23 Easley 26, Cool Runnings 22
intramural sports at LU maintained their steady pace. Feb. 23 Nothin' But Net 36, Toast 22
Strong winds and sheets of ice did not stop intramural Feb. 23 Bull Dogs 19, Oikos 18
team members who persistently fought both the elements Feb. 23 Stallions 22, Wild Caus 16
and their opposition.
Feb. 23 Swish 16, Montvicw Gang 14
As the temperatures continued to drop on Liberty's Feb. 28 Righteous Brothers (forfeit), Can-Am
campus, women's 3-011-3 basketball began prc-season
Connection —
play and men's 3-on-3 roundball turned up the heat as it Feb. 28 Sixers 32, The 5 Apaches 30
started its regular season. Also, indoor soccer continued Feb. 28 Can-Am Connection (forfeit), Hogs II —
its games on both the men's and ladies' sides.
Feb. 28 EZ Bucket 26, Your Mom 18
Women's 3-on-3 Basketball:
Feb. 28 Nicholas 24, Oikos 18
Feb. 22 Peaches II 20, Angels 6
Feb. 28 Easley 17, Wild Cats 14
Feb. 22 DLD 14, Peaches 6
Feb. 28 Bull Dogs 22, Cool Runnings 10
Feb. 23 DLD 28, Angels 2
Feb. 28 Convenience Factor 24, Thomas 23
Feb. 23 Peaches 28, Peaches II 22
Feb. 28 Your Mom 32, Swish 20
Feb. 28 DLD 20, Peaches II 10
March 3 The 5 Apaches 28, Righteous Brothers 18
Feb. 28 Peaches 30, Angels 12
March 3 Nothin' But Net 38, Sixers 26
Men's 3-on-3 Basketball:
Women's Indoor Soccer:
Feb. 21 Temple 24, Convenience Factor 23
Feb. 21 Sensational Six 10, Las Tigrcsas 0
Feb. 21 Special Sauce (forfeit), Stallions —
Feb. 21 Las Tigrcsas 2 -(tie)- Long 2
Feb. 21 Thomas 22, Easley 20
Feb. 22 Women of Soccer (forfeit), Long —
Feb. 21 Can-Am Connection (forfeit), Cows —
Feb. 28 Sensational Six (forfeit), Las Tigrcsas —
Feb. 21 Your Mom 21, Special Sauce 12
Feb. 28 Women of Soccer (forfeit), Long —
Feb. 21 Convenience Factor 37, Hogs II 26
Men's Indoor Soccer:
Feb. 21 Sixers 36, Stallions 17
Feb. 21 Fury 4, Samba Soccer 2
Feb. 21 Nicholas (forfeit), Temple —
Feb. 22 Freeze Brain 6, Wasted Youth 1
Feb. 22 Hogs II (forfeit), Nicholas —
Feb. 23 Freeze Brain 4, KAB 3
Feb. 22 Convenience Factor 34, Cartwright 22
Feb. 23 Liberty Alumni 6, Samba Soccer 3
Feb. 22 Thomas 24, Temple 22
Feb. 24 In Christ Alone 4, Wasted Youth 2
Feb. 22 Oikos 24, Special Sauce 14
Feb. 28 Liberty Alumni 5, Leave It To Beaver 1
Feb. 22 Stallions (forfeit), Cows —
March 1 Fury 5, In Christ Alone 2
Feb. 22 Your Mom 70, Sixers 18
March 1 The Misfits 5, Freeze Brain 2
Feb. 23 Temple 30, Felix 20
March 1 Fly By Night 5, LU Varsity Soccer 1

Champion Reporter

fMAHS iOlrV PRICES
REDUCED PRICES

21-25 COUNT

JUMBO RAW
SHRIMP

ARMOUR

Big South Firifil Standings
Womcfn's Basketball
(through 3-8-94)
Overall
School

15-11 .S76
14-12 .538
15-11 .576
16-10 .615
16-10 .615
13-13 .500
13-13 .500
\ 7-19 .269
5-21 .192
3-23 .115

l.UNC Greensboro
2.1TMBC
3. Radford
4. Campbell
5. Towson State
6. LIBERTY
7. Coastal Carolina
8. UNC Asneville
9. Charleston Southern
10. Wmthrop

graph!? by Jim Booth;

111

GRAPEFRUIT.!

Liberty, Stats

Game 1

M-Basketball
RECORD: 17-11,15-5
Much 5 Big South Tournament Semifinal Round
Towson State-Liberty, Stats

FLAMES 63, TIGERS 58
Liberty
Towson State

38 25—63
30 28—58

TOWSON STATE—BlalocK4-115-613, Alexander 5-17
2-2 12. Moody 1-3 2-2 4. Caldwell 0-0 0-0 0, Keyes 2-7
0-0 0-0 0, Campbell 2-5 2-2 7, James 5-10 2-2 12,
Thomas 2-6 2-2 6 . Total* 21-59 15-16 58.
LIBERTY—Aluma 7-8 0-014. Taylor 0-10-0 0, Pothoven
0-1 0-0 0, Williams 3-11 2-4 8, Toomer 3-8 0-0 8,
Hlktebrand 3-4 5-511, Anthony 0-10-00, Dixon 3-6 5-6
11, Chapman 4-7 0-0 11. Totals 23-47 12-15 63.
Three-point goals—Towson State 1-4 (Campbell),
Liberty 5-12 (Chapman 3). Rebounds—Towson State 29
(James 7), Liberty 36 (Dixon 13). Assists—Towson Stale
7 (Blalock 2. James 2), Liberty 15 (Hildebrand 7). Turnovers—Towson State 10 (Keyes 2, James 2), Liberty 21
(Hildebrand 6). Steals—Towson State 12 (Moody 3,
Campbell 3), Liberly7 (Aluma 2). Blocked Shots—Towson Stale 3 (Alexander, Campbell, James), Liberty 8
(Aluma 2). Attendance—2,412. Officials—Steed, Spainhour. Bostic.
March 4 Big South Tournament First Round
Charieaton Southern-Liberty, Stata

UMBC—Henchclitle 0-00-0 0. Moten 2-4 1-2 5. Tinsley
5-16 0-3 11. Quille 4-15 3-5 11. Woolstenhulme 8-1511 18, CicaKO-O 0 0 0, French 2-3 2-3 6. Totals 21-53 714 51.
LIBERTY—Barrington 3-8 6-6 12, G. Coleman 6-11 2-2
14, Williams 0-00-00, Johnson 0-00-00, Wall 2-90-04,
White 3-64-4 13, Wyms 6-12 0-0 12, D. Coleman 0-1 00 0. Woods 2-3 6-7 10. Totals 22-52 18-19 65.
Three-point goals—UMBC 2-8 (Tinsley. Woolstenhulme). Liberty 3-5 (While 3). Rebounds—UMBC 26
(Quille 7), Liberty 40 (Wall 9). Assists—UMBC 16 (Quille
7), Liberty 12 (Barrington 7). Turnovers—UMBC 19(Quille
5), Liberty 20 (Barrington 7). Steals—UMBC 6 (Moten 3),
Liberty 10 (G. Coleman 3). Blocked Shots—UMBC 1
(Quille). Liberty 2 (Wall, Woods). Attendance—256. Officials—Jerry Henderson, Gary Hill.
March 4
Towson State-Liberty, Stats

FLAMES 71, TIGERS 59
Liberty
Winthrop

30 41—71
29 30—59

TOWSON STATE—Meyers 2-3 4-4 8, Gebbia 3-8 0-0 7,
SchaffrlckO-2 1-21, BelalrO-7 1-31, Eberhart 1-30-02,
Jensen 1 -3 0-0 2, Barry 7-12 4-9 18, Norman 0-0 0-0 0,
Ward 9-20 2-5 20. Totals 23-58 12-23 59.
LIBERTY—Barrington 2-7 5-6 10, G. Coleman 4-10 0-1
8, Stinnett 0-1 0-0 0, Johnson 3-13 6-8 12, Wall 5-12 22 12, Freeman 0 0 1-2 1, White 3-6 0-0 7, Wyms 5-8 1I 11, D. Coleman 0-10-0 0, Woods 4-7 2-210.
Totals 26-65 17-22 71.
Three-point goals—Towson State 1 -7 (Gebbia), Liberty 2-8 (Barrington, White). Rebounds—Towson State
35(Barry8),Liberty61 (Wall 14). Assists—Towson State
I I (Gebbia 3, Belair 3 Eberhart 3), Liberty 13 (G. Coleman 5). Turnovers—Towson State 14 (Gebbia 3, Ward
3), Liberty 18 (Barrington 4). Steals—Towson State 12
(Eberhart 4), Liberty 8 (G. Coleman 3, Johnson 3).
Blocked Shots—Towson State 1 (Meyers), Liberty 0. Attendance—310. Officials—Jell Freeman, Andy Fitch.

FLAMES 82, BUCCANEERS 71
Liberty
Charleston Southern

35 47—82
35 36—71

CHARLESTON SOUTHERN—Larrick 5-12 5-518, Burks
5-13 6-618, Ivery 0-2 0-0 0, Hourrtine 1 -3 0 0 3, McPherson 1 -3 0-0 2, Frisch 0-10-0 0, Colburn 4-90-08, Gordon
1-3 1-2 3, Daniels 2-7 0-0 4, Latson4-87-8 15, KellnerO2 0-0 0. Totals 23-6319-21 71.
LIBERTY—Aluma 8-9 6-11 22, Taylor 0-0 0-0 0, Pothoven 1-24-56, Williams 7-112-218, Toomer 1-40-03,
Hildebrand 2-7 3-4 8, Anthony 1-12-2 5, Hunter 0-0 0-0
0, Dixon 4-113-4 11, Chapman 3-7 3-5 9. Totals 27-52
23-33 82.
Three-point goals—Charleston Southern 6-12 (Larrick 3), Liberty 5-16 (Williams 2). Rebounds—Charleston
Southern 29 (Burks 6), Liberty 42 (Williams 10, Dixon 10).
Assists—Charleston Southern 12 (Larrick 3, Burks 3,
McPhereon 3), Liberty 15 (Hildebrand 5). TurnoversCharleston Southern 12 (Burks 3. Frisch 3), Liberty 16
(Hildebrand 4). Steals—Charleston Southern 5 (Larrick.
Burks, Ivery, Hourrtine, McPherson), Liberty 5 (Hikfebrand3).BIockedShots—Charleston Southern 1 (Hourrtine). Liberty 4 (Aluma 2). Attendance—1,034. Officials—
Styons. Grogan, Jones.

W-Basketball
RECORD: 13-13,10-8
March 5
UMBC Liberty State

FLAMES 65, RETRIEVERS 51

Support

Base bi
KKCOKD: 1-3,0-3
March 4
Winthrop-Liberty, Stats
UBERTY

WINTHROP
ab r h bi
ab r h bi
4 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 Cstntno cf
Hines dh
Sexton dh
0 2 0
Kimct
4 1 2 0
1 0 0
Odean
pr
0
0
1
Weaver ss
4
Cisar ss
Chrstnsen c 3 0 0 0
1 1 0
Hlngwrth 3b
Marcano ph 1 0 1 0
0 3 2
Zohner1b
Reed 1b
1 0 0
2 0 0 0
Coble
ph
0
0
0
Distler 1b
0 0 0
2
Martin 1b
Tully 2b
0 0 0
4 0 1 0
Derwin 2b
Htchinson If 1 0 1 0
1 1 0
Cooker!
Cleveland rf 2 0 0 0
1 11
Knox If
Clark rl
0 0 1
2 0 0 0
Dunne
McClung 3b 3 0 0 0
0 1 0
Dalep
Morton p
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Hettman p
0 0 0 0
Totals
30 1 5 1
29 5 9 4

LIBERTY
Hines 2b
Kimct
Weaver 3b
Clark rl
Tully ss
Reed 1b
Christnsn c
Hlchnsn dh
Cleveland If
Smith p

ab r h
3 0 0
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 1
0 1
0 0
0 0
0 0

bi
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Totals

25 0 3 0

WINTHROP
at
3
2
1
2
3
2

Cstntno d
Bradshawlf
Knox II
Cisar ss
Zohner dh
Holngwrlh3b
Martin 1b
Cooke rf
Derwin 2b
Dunn c
Linkp

LOW PRICES

r h bi
0 0 0

ooo
ooo
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1

1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
3

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1

Liberty
0000000-0
Winthrop
0001000-1
E-Bradshaw, Cisar. DP-Lberty 0, Winthrop I. LOB-Lberty 6, Winthrop 3.2B-Martin (2).
IP
H R ER BB SO
Liberty
Smith L.1-1
6
3
1 1 1 5
Winthrop
LinkW,3-1
7
3 0 0 2 6
T—1:44. A—156.
March S
Winthrop-Liberty, Stats
Game 2
LIBERTY
WINTHROP
ab r h bl
ab r h bi
Knox cl
Horton rf
3
110
3
111
Sexton If
Kimct
0 0 0
2 1 1 0
Brdshaw ph 0 0 0 0
Weaver ss
1 2 1
0 0 0 0
Cstntino cl
Reed dh
0 1 2
Cisar ss
Clark II
1 I 0
1 0
Hlngswrth 3b
Tully 2b
0 0 0
1 1
Coble dh
Distler 1b
0 2 0
0 0
Zohner ph
McClung
0 0 0
0 0
Derwin 2b
Miller c
0 0 0
2 2
Cooke rl
Chrstnsn c
0 0 1
1 1
Martin 1b
Baker p
0 0 0
0 0
Dunne
Burkett p
0 0 0
1 0
Wells p
Bickers p
0 0 0
0 0 0
Rehkow p
0 0 0
Myers p
0 0 0
6 8 5
Totals
26 3 7 3
Liberty
0020010-3
Winthrop
401 001 0-6
DP-Liberty 1, Winthrop 1. LOB-Liberty 7. Winthrop4.2BWeaver, Reed, Clark. Sexton, Derwin (2). HR-Knox. SBKnox, Coble. Detwin (2). CS-Costantino, Cooke. SFChristensen.
IP
H R ER BB SO
Liberty
Baker L.0-1
3
6 5 5 1
Burkett
2.2
2 1 1
3
Bickers
0.1
0 0 0 0
Winthrop
Wells W.1-0
5.1
6 3 3 1
Rehkow
0.0
0 0 0 0
Myers
1.2
10 0 0
HBP- -Kirn (by Wells), Distler (by Rehkow),
Coble (by Baker). T—2:00. A—156.

liberty
000000001-1
Winthrop
120000110-5
I Morton, Derwin. DPLiberty 1. Winthiop 1. LOB-Liberty 5, Winthrop4.2B-Hulchinson, Hollingsworth (2). 3BKim. HR-Cooke. SB-Kim. Odean, Cisar, Knox. CS-Clark,
Cisar, Hollingsworth. SH-Derwin.
IP
H R ER BB SO

The Flu&mesUI

ATTENTION SPORTS FANS: Don't forget to cheer
for the Lady Flames as they travel to Greensboro, N.C.
sg^ for the Big South tournament.

GREAT VALUE
DIET COKE OR

TROPICANA

COKE

ORANGE JUICE
REGULAR,
HOMESTYLE
OR CALCIUM

64
OZ.

2LTR.

WEEKLY SPECIAL

WEEKLY SPECIAL
IN THE DEU-BAKERY ALL VARIETIES

POTATO CHIPS

LOW FAT MUFFINS

60Z.

HT

SOUR
CREAM

LIMIT 2
With Additional
$10 Purchase

8 OUNCE

.25

HT

HT

RED KIDNEY 1
BEANS '^trfSsr

FIVE FLAVORS OR MIXED CHERRY

MACAR0NI&
7
CHEESE DINNER
i 6z.«

LIMIT 4
J^^k
filli Additional a ^ aF ^ H
$10 Purchase
l

B
^|^~
|
A

IN THE DELI- BAKERY
LIMIT 4

.25
.25

LIFE SAVERS wlfifc
M l v GUMMI SAVERS A

HUNT'S

TOMATO
PASTE 6 0 Z .

.25

.25

With Additional
$10 Purchase

ALL VARIETIES
DONUTS ,,

Prices In This Ad Effective Wednesday, March 9 Through Tuesday, March 15, 1994 In Our Lynchburg Stores
Only. We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.
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LU reaches finals
By BOB STURM
Champion Reporter

Charleston, S.C. — Liberty University accomplished something that it has been unable
to do before in men's basketball Saturday
evening.
The Flames made the final round of the Big
South Tournament and played conference rival
Campbell University on Monday at 5 p.m. in
the contest broadcast over ESPN. (See Page 1
for coverage of the Big South Championship
game.)
After beatingfifth-seededCharleston Southem, 82-71, Friday, the Flames went on to
upset top-seeded Towson State, 63-58, Saturday night to advance to the final game of the
tournament.
Leading 59-58, with :27 left in the game,
the Flames were forced to call straight timeouts when they could not in-bound the ball.
"We were out of time-outs, and knew what
play we were going to run, so we paused and
right there in the huddle had a word of prayer,"
LU Head Coach Jeff Meyer said.
The team beat the Tigers for the first time in
five tries over the last two seasons.
After the timeout, Liberty was able to find
Matt Hildebrand, who after dribbling the ball
into the front-court, was able to convert four
straight free-throws in the final 16 seconds to
close out the scoring and vault Liberty into the
final game.
Liberty was led in scoring for the second
consecutive day by freshman center Peter
Aluma with 14 points, 12 in the first half.
"Peter has really been on a mission down

here," Meyer commented. Aluma, through
two games hit 15-17 from the field, scored 36
points and blocked seven shots.
In addition to Aluma's fine performance,
Jody Chapman also was an important contributor to Liberty's 38-30 halftime lead.
Chapman scored the Flames' last nine firsthalf points by nailing three straight threepoint-bombs.
Liberty shot 53 percent in that half, while
limiting TSU to just 36 percent.
Coming out of the locker room, Liberty
continued to play well, and with 14:32 left,
Aluma banked in a five-footer to put his team
ahead, 51-38.
But Towson State stormed back and after
John James hit a layup, the Tigers trailed only
by one, 53-52, with 9:15 remaining in the
contest.
After James' basket, Towson was unable to
get over the top. Five times in the next several
minutes, the Tigers had chances to cither tie or
take the lead.
However, strong rebounding by the Flames,
including 13 boards from center Jason Dixon,
and great team defense kept that from ever
happening.
Liberty never trailed in the game after they
took a 10-8 lead on a baseline drive by Hildebrand. That helped erase a six-point deficit
that the Flames faced with 16:53 to play in the
first stanza.
Liberty was able to benefit from a very
balanced scoring attack in the semi-final victory. Aluma, Hildebrand, Dixon and Chapman
all scored in double figures as Liberty won its
18th game of the season.

In the quarter-final round on Friday, Liberty was faced with the challenge of playing
Charleston Southern, who plays its home
games in the North Charleston Coliseum,
where the tournament was held.
After playing a very tight first-half, the
Flames and Buccaneers were tied at 4343
with 16:00 left in the game.
From that point, Liberty was able to solve
the difficult full-court press and run off an
impressive 23-1 sequence and coast through
the remainder of the game, putting away
Charleston, 82-71.
"I think Liberty did a tremendous job attacking our pressure. I think that had a demoralizing effect on our players, and we became
frustrated when they made their run," CSU
Coach Gary Edwards said.
"He (Aluma) was altering our shots all
night. We had some good shots during their
run, but they were not going down. I think he
had a lot to do with that," Edwards added.
Aluma did well on both ends of the court,
scoring a career-high 22 points on offense and
grabbing six rebounds, while blocking two
shots on defense.
Dixon and Darryl Williams also had excellent games, both registering double-doubles.
Dixon had 11 points and 10 rebounds, while
Williams scored a career-high 18 points and
pulled down 10 boards.
"Darryl Williams and Peter Aluma have
been a major part of our surge late in the
season," Meyer said.
"Since Darryl has come back from his foot
injury he has played very well. Peter just
keeps improving," Meyer continued.
JUST WATCH ME — Flame Jason Dixon (42) jams it
against Towson State in LU's 63-58 win Saturday night in
Charleston, S.C.

EXCUSE ME — (above left) Freshman center
Peter Aluma (left) stretches for the layup,
shoving a Charleston Southern defender out of
his way. The Flames went on to win the first
round of the Big South Tournament against
the Buccaneers, 82-71.
TAKING IT HIGHER — (above) Liberty's
Jason Dixon (42) challenges a Towson State
man as he tries for two.
NOT EXACTLY BOXING OUT — (right)
Forward Jody Chapman (right) gets physical
as he fights for the ball against a Charleston
Southern adversary.
MONEY IN THE BANK — (below) Senior
guard Matt Hildebrand sinks a free throw
against Towson State. Hildebrand racked up
11 points in the game.
LET THE CELEBRATION BEGIN — (left)
Peter Aluma gives "high fives" to teammates
Kevin Benton (left) and Jody Chapman (45)
seconds before the Flames sealed their victory
over Charleston Southern.
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